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Seats not enough to accomodate student fans

USU ADMINISTRATION RESERVES 4,000 seats for students in order to draw the largest crowd possible, but were unprepared for the mob of students who waited for and attended Wednesday’s basketball
game against BYU. USU event staff will work to solve the seating problem in case a student population more than usual wish to attend a basketball game. TYLER LARSON photo

By BENJAMIN WOOD
senior news writer

Aaron Wells arrived at the Spectrum with a group of friends
about three hours before tip-off for Wednesday’s game against
BYU. At that time, there was already a sizable line of students
extending south across the HPER field. He shivered in the cold
waiting for the doors to open at 6 p.m. and then patiently waited
for his turn to swipe his card even while hordes of fans clamored
past him to skip ahead of the line.
Eventually, he made it inside and was able to find seats for his
party in the top corner of Section O. About five minutes later, the
Spectrum, filled to capacity, shut its doors to the mass of frozen
Aggies outside.
Having barely become comfortable, Wells’ group was
approached mere minutes before the game by a ticket holder who
asked them to vacate their seats, even though they were in the
student section. Confused, Wells and his friends complied scrambling to find whatever remaining seats there were. By splitting
up, and by other students relinquishing the seats they had been
saving for students who were stuck outside, everyone eventually
found a place and cheered on their Aggies to a hard-fought win
over BYU.
“It was down to the wire,” Wells said. “The game was about to
start when we got our seats.”
By all accounts, Wells was lucky to have even seen the game
at all. Athletics Director Scott Barnes said there were “literally

hundreds” of students still in line when the Spectrum shut its
doors. Students are allotted 4,000 seats per game and, while the
attendance numbers were not yet available, more students were
likely let in.
“We went way over that (Wednesday) night,” Barnes said.

Passing the time
Tracy Brown, Spectrum event staff member, said students
began lining up for the game at about 2 a.m. Monday morning.
During the final hours before game time, the line grew longer
and wider with essentially no organization other than the honor
system. After the doors had opened, pushing, shoving and linebutting were rampant.
“We can’t control 4,000 students,” Brown said. “We expect
them to police themselves.”
Some students, however, felt that more could have been done to
make the crowd flow smoother.
“The security is not sufficient here,” junior Kylie White said.
“They need to get a different way of doing things.”
During the lead up to the game, there were no USU police
officers at the HPER field. USU Police Chief Steven Mecham said
all officers were on post inside the Spectrum and monitored the
lines from there. Once the doors closed, officers spoke with the
waiting students, explaining that the student section had reached
capacity and urged them to leave.
Callie Spilker, sophomore in elementary education, was one of

those denied entrance to the game and felt unjustly served.
“We have been waiting and everyone has cut lines,” Spilker
said. “This is ridiculous, they need to get a better system. I have
waited three hours in the cold, and they shut the doors in our
faces.”
Spilker also added this suggestion, “Kick BYU out. It’s not their
school.”

Tickets in the mix
As for those students, like Wells, who were asked to leave their
seats in the student section, Barnes said the tickets were not
issued by the athletic department, but were part of an allocated
portion of seats to the Associated Students of USU.
Student Involvement and Leadership Director Tiffany Evans
said since legislation was passed in 1972, 246 tickets have been
allocated to ASUSU for recruitment and guest attendance purposes. Normally, she said, the tickets do not create a conflict
because the student section is under capacity. Evans said no one
was expecting the crowds seen at Wednesday’s game.
“If I would’ve had more foresight, I would have maybe put them
out of commission,” Evans said.
Evans said the goal of the ASUSU tickets was never to impede
students from attending games, but to utilize every available seat
in the Spectrum. Evans was enthusiastic about the issues raised

- See SPECTRUM, page 3

Three issues strike
concern in faculty

Professor wins Carnegie award

By PETER BROWN
staff writer

A USU professor was selected as the winner from Utah for
the Carnegie State Professor of
the Year.
Physics professor David
Peak joins a long line of USU
professors in winning the
award. USU professors have
been the Utah recipient for the
award nine of the last 15 years.
Each year, professors
from all 50 states, as well as
Washington, D.C., Guam, the
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico
are selected as recipients for
the Carnegie State Professor of
the Year.
“The Carnegie award is
a very prestigious national
award that brings honor to
this university and especially
to the College of Science,” said
James MacMahon, dean of the
College of Science.
Peak has been teaching
at USU for 15 years. He has
worked to modernize the
university’s physics labs and
initiated efforts to encourage
research opportunities for
undergraduates. In 1978, Peak
was one founder of the national Council on Undergraduate

Faculty members will be
included in administrative
reviews, said USU President
Stan Albrecht in Monday’s
Faculty Senate meeting.
“The president is in charge
of evaluating upper administrators,” said Ed Heath, president
of the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee. “That part of the
code is under his purview. And
in Monday’s meeting, he said he
is willing to have faculty input,
although typically from year to
year, that doesn’t happen.”
Dave Wallace, senior lecturer
in the biology department, said
it was made clear in the meeting
that there would definitely be
faculty participation in future
reviews of administration.
“Every fifth year for upperlevel administrators, there’s a
more comprehensive evaluation,” Heath said. “And some
administrators are coming up
on their fifth year.”
Ray Coward, for example,
has served as USU’s provost

since January 2006 and will be
up for a comprehensive review
in one year.
Heath said the results shown
in the meeting stemmed from
matters discussed during a faculty forum Nov. 2.
“What happened in faculty
forum is that a lot of issues that
people were passionate about
came out,” Heath said. “And
the job of the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee was to
take those issues and move them
through the process as best we
could.”
Three specific issues came
forward in faculty forum,
Heath said. The first was faculty involvement in the budget
process. The second was faculty
involvement in the evaluation
process of upper administrators.
The third was trying to make
sure administrators and faculty
adhere to the code.
Heath said the three issues

- See FACULTY, page 3
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staff writer
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Thousands flock to gaze
upon the Willard Bay
Christmas light displays.
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DAVID PEAK, PHYSICS PROFESSOR, has been teaching at USU for 15 years and was chosen
from 50 U.S. professors to receive the prestigious Carnegie State Professor of the Year award. Photo
courtesy of USU Public Relations

Research.
USU President Stan
Albrecht said, “David Peak’s
teaching genius has helped
shape the education of countless undergraduates. His
efforts in teaching, leadership
and philanthropy, both here
at USU and nationally, have
heightened awareness of the
importance of undergraduate

Aggies beat
out the
Cougars 7162.
Page 13

research.”
Lara Anderson, one of
Peak’s former students, said,
“Dr. Peak encouraged me to
pursue a career in science, and
his support meant a great deal
to me. In my own experience in
physics research and teaching,
I have frequently thought back
to the way that he explained
complex concepts – the enthu-

siasm with which he taught
and how he mentored and supported his students.”
Peak said he started teaching “about a hundred years
ago.”
“When I went to college. I
found lots of terrific teachers,

- See PEAK, page 3
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Celebs&People
Taylor Swift has won just
about every top music award
there is this year, but the possibility of winning not just
one, but eight
Grammys, had
the 19-year-old
screaming for
joy as the nominations were
SWIFT
announced.
“I started
freaking out and jumping up
and down,” Swift said in a telephone interview Wednesday
night after learning of her
nominations, which included
album of the year for her
sophomore CD “Fearless” and
mentions for song and record
of the year.

NewsBriefs
Man charged in Smart
case is ruled competent
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
— The man charged in the
abduction of Elizabeth Smart
has a narcissistic personality
disorder but has been competent to stand trial since his
2003 arrest, a psychiatrist testified Thursday.
Dr. Noel Gardner evaluated
Brian David Mitchell in 2003
as part of a state case against
him. Gardner said he concluded then that Mitchell was
“clearly competent.”

LateNiteHumor
David Letterman, Nov. 16,
2009 – Top 10 signs Oprah
doesn’t care anymore.
10. Greets guests with, “What
do you want?”
9. When Dr. Phil’s name
comes up, Oprah mutters,
“Quack.”
8. Instead of “woo hoo,” can
only muster a “woo.”
7. Dumped Stedman for that
“Jon and Kate” dude.
6. Yesterday’s show was
Oprah watching an episode of
“Tyra.”
5. Hosts program in sweatpants and Tweety bird t-shirt.
4. Friday show now entirely
devoted to her college and
pro football picks.
3. ”Oprah’s Book Club” now
“Oprah’s Bookie Club” (That’s
barely a joke. We promise to
do better in the new year).
2. Today’s topic: “Oprah
Takes A Nap.”
1. Last three guests were
Johnnie Walker, Jim Beam
and Jose Cuervo.

‘Twilight,’ ‘Sopranos’ stars bound for Sundance
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Dramas featuring “Twilight”
star Kristen Stewart, Natalie
Portman and “The Sopranos”
co-stars James Gandolfini and
Edie Falco are in the hunt for
awards at the Sundance Film
Festival.
Robert Redford’s independent-film showcase next
month includes director Jake
Scott’s New Orleans drama
“Welcome to the Rileys,”
which co-stars Gandolfini and
Stewart. Falco is among the
cast of Eric Mendelsohn’s suburban drama “3 Backyards,”
while Portman stars alongside
Joseph Gordon-Levitt and
Rainn Wilson in Spencer
Susser’s family tale “Hesher.”
The films are among 16
screening in Sundance’s U.S.
dramatic competition and
were selected from more than
1,000 movies submitted to the
festival, which runs Jan. 21-31
in Park City, Utah.
Other titles announced
Wednesday include Rob
Epstein and Jeffrey Friedman’s
“Howl,” an Allen Ginsberg
tale starring James Franco,
Mary-Louise Parker, Jon
Hamm and David Strathairn;
Tanya Hamilton’s racial drama
“Night Catches Us,” with
Anthony Mackie and Kerry
Washington; and Kevin Tyler
Asch’s Ecstasy-smuggling

crime story “Holy Rollers,” featuring Jesse Eisenberg.
Sundance is dispensing
with its opening-night tradition of premiering a film that
is not competing for a prize.
Instead, it will start with
screenings of one dramatic
competition film and one
entry in the documentary
competition. Those opening
films will be announced later.
“We decided to launch
into the competition rather
than trying to find a film that
encapsulates the whole eclectic
group that follows,” said John
Cooper, a longtime Sundance
programmer who is overseeing the show for the first time
after being promoted to festival director in March.
The competition presents
stars of past top prize winners
at Sundance. Among them
are Derek Cianfrance’s marital drama “Blue Valentine,”
with Michelle Williams and
Ryan Gosling, who starred in
the festival’s 2001 grand jury
award winner “The Believer.”
Melissa Leo – who starred
in last year’s grand jury prize
winner, “Frozen River,” which
earned her an Academy Award
nomination – appears in two
competition films this time:
Stewart and Gandolfini’s
“Welcome to the Rileys” and
Ryan Piers Williams’ war-

homecoming drama “The Dry
Land.” The latter also features
“Ugly Betty” star America
Ferrera, whose career break
came with “Real Women Have
Curves,” which won the 2002
audience award as favorite
U.S. drama among Sundance
movie-goers.
Mark Ruffalo makes his
directing debut with the faithhealing story “Sympathy for
Delicious,” reuniting him
on-screen with Laura Linney,
his co-star in “You Can Count
on Me,” which shared the festival’s 2000 grand jury prize.
“Sympathy for Delicious”
also stars Orlando Bloom and
Juliette Lewis.
The 16 films in Sundance’s
U.S. documentary competition include “Casino Jack &
the United States of Money,”
a study of corruption surrounding former lobbyist Jack
Abramoff that was directed by
Alex Gibney, whose “Taxi to
the Dark Side” won the 2007
documentary Oscar.
Davis Guggenheim – whose
Al Gore global-warming story
“An Inconvenient Truth” premiered at Sundance in 2006
and won the documentary
Oscar for that year – returns to
the festival with the competition documentary “Waiting
for Superman,” which scrutinizes the American public-

ACTOR ROBERT PATTINSON, left, actress Kristen Stewart,
center, and actor Taylor Lautner at a cast appearance for the soon
to be released feature film “The Twilight Saga: New Moon” in Los
Angeles in November. AP photo

education system.
Also in the documentary competition are Jessica
Hernandez’s “Bhutto,” a
portrait of slain Pakistani
leader Benazir Bhutto; Robin
Hessman’s “My Perestroika,”

which traces the lives of five
Moscow residents after the
Soviet Union’s collapse; and
Sebastian Junger and Tim
Hetherington’s “Restrepo,”
which examines the war in
Afghanistan.

Global warming may require higher dams, rerouting water
With the world losing the battle
against global warming so far, experts
are warning that humans need to follow nature’s example: Adapt or die.
That means elevating buildings,
making taller and stronger dams and
seawalls, rerouting water systems,
restricting certain developments,
changing farming practices and ultimately moving people, plants and animals out of harm’s way.
Adapting to rising seas and higher
temperatures is expected to be a big
topic at the U.N. climate-change talks
in Copenhagen next week, along with
the projected cost — hundreds of billions of dollars, much of it going to
countries that cannot afford it.
That adaptation will be a major
focus is remarkable in itself. Until the
past couple of years, experts avoided
talking about adjusting to global
warming for fear of sounding fatalistic
or causing countries to back off efforts
to reduce emissions.
“It’s something that’s been neglected, hasn’t been talked about and it’s
something the world will have to do,”
said Rajendra Pachauri, chairman
of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. “Adaptation is going
to be absolutely crucial for some societies.”
Some biologists point to how
nature has handled the changing climate. The rare Adonis blue butterfly
of Britain looked as if it was going
to disappear because it couldn’t fly
far and global warming was making
its habitat unbearable. To biologists’
surprise, it evolved longer thoraxes
and wings, allowing it to fly farther to
cooler locales.

FLOODWATER FROM THE Mississippi River surrounds a small shed behind a
house in Foley, Mo., in June 2008. AP photo

“Society needs to be changing
as much as wildlife is changing,”
said Texas A&M biologist Camille
Parmesan, an expert on how species
change with global warming.
One difficulty is that climate
change is happening rapidly.
“Adaptation will be particularly
challenging because the rate of change
is escalating and is moving outside the
range to which society has adapted
in the past” when more natural
climate changes happened, U.S.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration chief Jane Lubchenco,
a marine biologist, told Congress on
Wednesday.
Cities, states and countries are
scrambling to adapt or are at least
talking about it and setting aside
money for it. Some examples:

– England is strengthening the
Thames River flood control barrier at
a cost of around half a billion dollars.
– The Netherlands is making its
crucial flood control system stronger.
– California is redesigning the gates
that move water around the agriculturally vital Sacramento River Delta so
that they can work when the sea level
rises dramatically there.
– Boston elevated a sewage treatment plant to keep it from being
flooded when sea level rises. New York
City is looking at similar maneuvers
for water plants.
– Chicago has a program to promote rooftop vegetation and reflective
roofs that absorb less heat. That could
keep the temperature down and ease
heat waves.
– Engineers are installing “ther-

mal siphons” along the oil pipeline in
Alaska, which is built on permafrost
that is thawing, to draw heat away
from the ground.
– Researchers are uprooting
moisture-loving trees along British
Columbia’s coastal rainforests and
dropping their seedlings in the dry
ponderosa pine forests of Idaho, where
they are more likely to survive.
– Singapore plans to cut its floodprone areas in half by 2011 by widening and deepening drains and canals
and completing a $226 million dam at
the mouth of the city’s main river.
– In Thailand, there are large-scale
efforts to protect places from rising
sea levels. Monks at one temple outside Bangkok had to raise the floor by
more than 3 feet.
– Desperately poor Bangladesh is
spending more than $50 million on
adaptation. It is trying to fend off the
sea with flood control and buildings
on stilts.
President Barack Obama and
Congress are talking about $1.2 billion
a year from the U.S. for international
climate aid, which includes adaptation. The U.N. climate chief, Yvo de
Boer, said $10 billion to $12 billion a
year is needed from developed countries through 2012 to “kick-start”
things. Then it will get even more
expensive.
The World Bank estimates adaptation costs will total $75 billion to
$100 billion a year over the next 40
years. The International Institute for
Environment and Development, a
London think tank, says that number
is too low.
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Preparations for Ag building underway Briefs
Campus & Community

By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer

A new College of Agriculture
building will be constructed alongside a second building housing federal Agricultural Research Services
(ARS) just east of the Quad on the
site where the old library used to
stand.
After graduation this spring,
the associate vice president for
Facilities, Darrell Hart, said construction will begin with an extension of the utility tunnel, which
runs north-south beneath campus
and currently ends at the Geology
Building.
The tunnel will continue south
about 100 feet, Hart said, and will
turn east just past the treeline south
of the business building to reach the
site of the buildings set to be constructed there.
Because the sidewalk running
east-west alongside the Quad carries
a lot of foot traffic when classes are
in session, Hart said he hopes to
have the tunnel extension completed
during the summer of 2010.
“That’s a ditch 25 feet wide and
about 20 feet deep, whe they’re put-

ting the tunnel in,” Hart said.
He said he’d like to limit impeding foot traffic to just around the
actual building site once fall semester begins.
However, the construction project on the College of Agriculture
building is contingent upon Utah
Legislature approval of a change in
language in a bill passed two years
ago that will allow state funds to be
used for the building without waiting for federal funds for the ARS
building, Hart said.
Of $103 million required for the
project, Hart said roughly $43 million comes from state funds and the
remaining $60 million is federal
funding. He said federal money is
typically allotted and then granted
in small amounts because the entire
appropriation is not yet available.
Hart said the state of Utah would
only bond for its portion once the
federal money was received, thus
stalling the project unless the legislature honors the request to have
the language in the bill changed
to allow construction to go ahead
using the state portion of the money.
Hart said the College of
Agriculture has a “longstanding
working relationship” with ARS,

which is under the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA).
The USDA is responsible for the Bee
Lab, poisonous plants lab and forage
and range lab. a nd have greenhouses and labs in several parts of
Logan.
“The College of Agriculture
and ARS often work on similar or
sometimes the same projects,” Hart
said, and a new building will allow
them to centrally locate offices and
research from their field work.
The College of Agriculture building will house mainly offices, classrooms and labs, Hart said.
There was an option on the
table at one time to have one building combining both ARS and the
College of Agriculture, but space
requirements, function and design
eventually led to two separate buildings, Hart said.
“The feds have certain requirements, and one of those is that they
have their own space,” he said.
The university will arrange a longterm lease with the government for
that property.
The project, which has been
under consideration in planning
stages for “several years,” according to Hart, has been headed by a

team consisting of the dean and
department heads from the College
of Agriculture, as well as a project
manager, mechanical engineer and
others from within facilities.
HDR, a Utah branch of a national
firm, is in charge of building design.
The current building the college is
using, the Animal Science Building,
is about 50 years old and has myriad
safety issues and other concerns,
such as no air conditioning.
Hart said safety issues include
open stairways and asbestos in the
building.
“All that 8-inch tile is asbestos
tile,” he said.
The windows in the building are
all single-pane glass, and the ceilings are too low to leave room to
add air conditioning ducts, he said.
The project team held a two-day
series of meetings this week, the
third such session for the team, to
work on planning and decisionmaking efforts for the project.
“It’s been a full-time effort for a
lot of people,” Hart said.
Once construction begins, Hart
estimates completion should take
about 18 months.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu

Spectrum: Hundreds turned away from BYU vs. USU game
-continued from page 1
by Wednesday’s game and was adamant
Last year, during a WAC conference game,
in stressing that if students continue to
The Statesman heard complaints from
support the athletics in such high numbers,
students that had been removed from their
campus organization will most certainly
seats, some of whom, after tip-off when no
look at the logistics to better accommodate
other seats were available, had to watch the
them.
game on television.
“The second that (the ASUSU tickets)
Doggett said as a result of this happening,
become an ongoing problem, we’ll kill it,”
extra effort will be made this year to alert
Evans said. “I would love to have maximum
students about seat unavailability.
capacity for students at every game. If we
“This time if we actually sell tickets, we’ll
have outgrown, and we need to evaluate the
put caution tape around the area,” Doggett
whole process, we will do it.”
said.
That evaluation, Evans said, would likely
ASUSU President Tyler Tolson said there
address other problems with the current
was little hesitation in authorizing the ticket
card-swiping process. Evans said she has
selling. He said there is a noticeable decrease
heard substantial reports of former stuin fans during the holidays, something he
dents and students with invalid IDs oversaw most recently when the Aggies met
whelming the event staff and “crashing”
Southern Utah University in the Spectrum
the games.
over Thanksgiving break.
“We will fix this,” Evans said, adding the
“I was a little sad,” Tolson said. “The old
stipulation that student attendance needs
people side was more full than the student
to remain high. “I hope the students come
section.”
strong and continue their support of Aggie
Tolson said if athletics think at any time
athletics.”
that there is a high student demand for a
ASUSU Athletics Vice President Jeremy
game, the tickets will not be sold.
Winn also looked at the attendance prob“Students are the priority,” Tolson said.
lems in a positive light. He said the turnout
“took everybody by surprise” and brought FANS WHO ARE THRILLED to have seats after braving the
All’s well that ends well
the issues to the foreground to help orgacold weather cheer on the Aggies at the basketball game vs. BYU,
nizers and student leaders look for ways to Wednesday. TODD JONES photo
When the final buzzer sounded at
improve the process.
Wednesday’s game, gone were the memories of
“Now that this has happened, we know
the Western Athletic Conference, Evans said.
cold toes and shoving lines. The full-capacity
what potentially can happen,” Winn said.
As the current semester comes to a close and
student section sang The Scotsman with an added
students head home for the holidays, 1,000 of
volume and fans poured out of the Spectrum doors
Capacity woes
the 4,000 student seats will be made available for
still cheering on their team.
sale to community members. Associate Athletics
Wells found his group and was ecstatic in
All issues aside, Wednesday’s problem was a
Director Jana Doggett said this is a common prodescribing the night’s events to The Statesman,
simple one: there weren’t enough seats for all the
cedure, and looking at the history of game attenalmost forgetting about his pregame troubles.
students that wanted to watch the game. Barnes
dance during December and the holidays has not
“It was pretty chaotic,” Wells said.
echoed Evans, saying that the experience is leading presented a problem with the remaining student
Mecham said there weren’t any incidents of
the athletics department to re-evaluate how the
body.
fighting or injury before, during or after the game.
4,000 student seats are distributed, especially for
If sold – which the tickets generally aren’t –
One student, he said, was cited for trespassing
high-profile games. Barnes also said the growth
1,000 seats will be taken from the tops of sections
when he tried to force his way into the game.
of on-campus residents, general enrollment and
H, I, J, N, O and P, Doggett said.
“We’re still looking into that,” Mecham said.
interest and enthusiasm in the teams contributed
“Basically the worst seats,” Doggett said.
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu
to the situation seen this week at the Spectrum.
Doggett said that in the past the demand has
While capacity came up short Wednesday, 40
not been enough to fill the extra seats, but if every
Additional reporting by Courtnie Packer and Seth
percent of Spectrum seats are set aside for USU
ticket were to be sold, the 1,000 seats would bring
Bracken
students, the highest percentage of any venue in
in $15,000 per game to the university.

Peak: Teaching USU for 15 years Faculty: Given more input
-continued from page 1

many of whom profoundly influenced my development as a person
and a thinker,” Peak said. “I went into
teaching to try to help others in the
ways I had been helped.”
One thing Peak said that helps
him be the best professor he can be
is through “effective professor mantras.” Even though his colleagues may
think it’s a little crazy, Peak said, these
chants are what guide him through his
interaction with undergraduates. One
favorite chant of his is “Infect with passion. Decode the arcane. Encourage the
unencouraged. Research is teaching.”
Being a Carnegie professor is not a
small thing and means a lot to those
who are honored with such a title,
MacMahon said.
“I’m delighted to be able to contribute to USU’s legacy of Carnegies,” Peak
said. “There are numerous great teachers here, many more deserving than
me. So I expect our string of success
will continue far into the future.”
Peak attributed his award to the
hundreds of students he has interacted
with at USU.
“Without the highly visible achievements of some of these students I

-continued from page 1
certainly would not have received this
honor,” he said. “I especially have to
thank two students – Lara Anderson
and Jevin West – for the very sweet and
compelling letters they wrote for my
Carnegie nomination.”
Peak also gave the credit of his
award to the physics department for
the care it has for its undergraduate
students. This is the second time a
Carnegie has been awarded to a physics professor and Peak expects a third
to get it soon.
Peak said, for him, teaching is all
about his students and wants them to
be successful.
Peak said, “I love helping young
scholars accomplish more than they
think they can: making hard ideas
seem simple, drawing connections
between things that appear unrelated
and helping students discover the
excitement of the theater of the classroom.”
– megan.allen@aggiemail.usu.edu

were addressed in Monday’s meeting. He said that, in the future, the faculty will be involved in the budgetary process.
Spencer Lee, executive vice president of ASUSU, said Albrecht gave an indepth presentation about USU’s budget. Lee said Albrecht felt USU doesn’t
have it as bad as other universities.
“President Albrecht explained that if, when the legislative session starts
this year, we are given an immediate budget cut to deal with, basically the
only option we will have (is) more faculty furloughs,” Lee said. “But he said
we’ll be able to handle it as a university in a much better way than we have in
the past.”
Albrecht was unavailable for questions.
Heath said there will be more specific information about faculty involvement in the administrative evaluations in the spring of 2010.
And in terms of the code, Heath said the executive committee is looking
into forming an ad-hoc committee where faculty can turn when issues of
non-adherence to the code comes up.
“The idea is to have faculty members involved with this committee – those
who have had some familiarity with the code,” Heath said.
He also said more definitive answers will come out explaining this and
nothing is yet finalized.
“So what we did is put it out there for Faculty Senate to give us some ideas,
and we’re going to go back to the Executive Committee and try to hammer
out a specific proposal,” Heath said. “We’re meeting on Monday in Senate
Executive meeting, and we’ll hope to get a proposal back to Faculty Senate by
the Jan. 11 meeting. I think the big picture is that I’m happy that we’re able
to move these things forward. We came up with three specific issues from
faculty forum, and we’ve had great cooperation from our administration. I’m
pleased about those things going forward, and hopefully we’ll continue to
improve the environment of this institution.”
– peter.brown@aggiemail.usu.edu

Speech and debate
takes second place
The USU Speech and Debate
Team returned from their second
Northwest Forensic Conference
tournament held at Linfield College
in McMinneville, Ore., placing second in overall sweepstakes out of
25 other universities. This was the
second time USU placed second at a
conference tournament in 2009.
At the first conference tournament USU placed second behind the
College of Idaho. At the most recent
tournament, USU placed second
behind Pacific University. Adding
up points from both tournaments,
USU is still in strong position to
take first place in the conference
for the sixth consecutive year, said
Coach Tom Worthen.
USU Speech and Debate Team
Assistant Coaches Jane McBride and
Clayton Coleman escorted the team
to the conference. Worthen was
unable to attend.
Individually, Bryce Draper,
placed second in Mad Lib
Interpretation and third in
Persuasive Speaking. In Dramatic
Duo Interpretation, Bryce and his
partner Jeff Denison placed sixth.
In British Parliamentary debate,
Bryce Draper and Katelyn Wallace
made it to Semi Finals and ended
up taking fifth place out of more
than 30 teams at the tournament.
Wallace took second place in
After Dinner Speaking and third
place in Informative Speaking.

Art walk awards
variety of paintings

Celebrate the Holiday season by
visiting numerous downtown Logan
businesses and enjoy art, lights,
refreshments, shopping and the
sounds of the season with family
and friends.
Friday, Dec. 4, from 6 to 9 p.m.
is the Winter Wonderland Gallery
Walk and Winter Gift Market.
There are 14 businesses and galleries participating in the Gallery
Walk this year, so there is sure to
be something for everyone to enjoy.
To download or view a copy of the
map, visit the website www.avaarts.
org and go to the download page.
The Alliance for the Varied
Arts will host the annual art show
by the Cache Chapter of the Utah
Watercolor Society. The show
runs from Dec. 4 through Jan. 9.
The works of art are as varied and
unique as the artists themselves
with different techniques used on
almost every painting.
There will be a ceremony before
the Gallery Walk at 5 p.m. to hand
out the awards to the artists for Best
of Show and other prizes. This show
is a favorite of many patrons every
year and this year’s show is sure to
please the senses as well.

Food collected by
art organizations
This holiday season, feed body
and soul by bringing canned and
non-perishable food items to local
art events.
Cache Valley art organizations
will collect donations at performances in November and December
and deliver them to the Cache
Community Food Pantry. Look for
Hungry for the Arts posters.
Participating organizations and
events include the American West
Heritage Center, Gallery Walk,
Pickleville Playhouse (at the Eccles
Conference Center), the Winter
Gift Market and performances
at the Morgan Theatre, Caine
Lyric Theatre, Kent Concert Hall,
Kathryn Caine Wanlass-Manon
Caine Russell Performance Hall,
Logan Tabernacle and Ellen Eccles
Theatre.
“No one should go hungry in our
beautiful Cache Valley,” said Tonya
Smith, Marketing Director for the
Utah Festival Opera Company.
Several arts organizations that
meet together quarterly like the
Cache Valley Arts Summit, have
joined forces to raise awareness and
encourage contributions during the
holiday season.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Beat the Bookstore’s concept is very simple.
It’s centered on catering to students.
We buy for more and sell for less, provide uncommon
customer service, treat students with respect,
and have fun in the process.
Store’s don’t even look like a typical college bookstore.
They have no high-prices junk, no fudge, no candy,
no sweatshirts, no glassware, no decorative spoons,
no trinkets, no pennants, no bumper stickers...
and no apathetic managers or employees.
They do have cheap textbooks and
genuine respect for students.

505 E 1400 N Suite 150
Next to Lee’s Marketplace
(between Pita Pit & Planet Beach)
435.752.0369
www.usubeatthebookstore.com
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History behind the Aggie-Cougar rivalry
By TYSON THORPE
guest writer

USU fans wear shirts that say “YBU” and “Get your own damn blue!” They chant,
“Waste of tithing” and hold signs that read, “You’re not worth my 10 percent.” These
messages are targeted at one school: Brigham Young University. Sports fans at USU only
resort to such jeers when playing BYU. No other school receives as much taunting and
mocking from Aggie fans. Why do USU students hold such a grudge against the blue
school from “Happy Valley”? And how is this animosity viewed from the outside?
BYU is located in Provo, which is in Utah Valley. Among USU students, Utah Valley is
known as Happy Valley.
“They call it Happy Valley for a reason, and it’s not because everybody is happy,” said
James Dixon, civil engineering student at USU. “It’s kind of painted over. Everybody
wears a smile on their face even though they have the same problems that everyone else
does, but they pretend that they don’t.”
Some attribute the animosity to a feeling among USU students that they are
being left out by BYU and the University of Utah.
“I had it described to me that you have the U of U and BYU as the
twin brothers that fight,” said Rebecca Murray, transfer student
to USU. “And that Utah State is kind of the little brother that
falls behind.”
Other students refute this idea, saying that USU is not the
little brother and is an excellent school on par with the other
two universities. These students blame the animosity on the
“I think a lot of hate for BYU is seeing these other (BYU students) saying they are better LDS members, they’re better
academics, they’re better people in general,” said Michelle
Short, a USU student from Florida.
Dixon, a member of the LDS church, expounded on this
idea, saying that BYU students are self-centered and oblivious to much of the outside world.
“They’re pretty self-righteous, as a general rule,” he
said. “They seem to be very centered on themselves.
They don’t realize there is anything outside of Happy
Valley.”
Dixon said he believes students in Provo live inside a
bubble.
Murray, who is from Utah Valley and is a member of the
LDS church, agrees that BYU students appear to have a very
closed mind-set.
“Everywhere is some sort of bubble,” she said. “But the BYU
mind-set bubble drives me nuts now that I have left it and
learned to live outside of it and to think bigger than it.”
Murray said most of her high school friends attend
BYU. She struggles to spend time with them due to
her feeling that they are stuck in a bubble.
“I think very differently than they do,” she said.

“I feel that because I have moved away from home, and not just out of my parents’ house, I have
had more of a chance to grow than they have.”
Short shared her view on the mind-set she observed among BYU students during her
short time at BYU-Idaho.
“They started making it all about the rules, and how they live and how they follow them,” she said. “It created a holier-than-thou-art personality among
most of the people there. Then, if they didn’t have that, they had open
rebellion against it.”
Short said she felt there could be no middle ground. She
felt that she had to pick a side when she did not want to. Short,
who grew up LDS and still practices today, said she prefers to
choose to live her religion rather than just follow guidelines set
out by others. It was this attitude of some of the BYU students
that created her animosity for the school, and why she chose
to leave and come to USU, she said.
However, the animosity does not come from the LDS
church’s ownership of BYU and does not extend toward the
church itself. Most of the Aggies that carry animosity for
BYU are, themselves, practicing members of the LDS church.
A few years ago the USU Registrar’s Office estimated that 80
percent of USU students were LDS. The animosity seems to
stem from the perceived mentality of BYU students that
they are better people and LDS members.
The holier-than-thou mentality of BYU has led some
of its fans to dub the school, “The Lord’s university.”
“I think it’s a load of crap,” said Jonathan Bingham,
biological engineering major at USU, about the nickname. “It ties back to that self-righteous superiority complex they have.”
There is also some history to the animosity.
“BYU has historically done anything they could to keep Utah
State in a little brother mentality,” Bingham said.
As an example, he said BYU kept USU out of the
Western Athletic Conference after publicly promising to
endorse the university in the 1980s. The fact that it took
four years for the BYU basketball team to return to the
Spectrum also fueled the animosity.
Dixon also gave an example. He said USU engineering students often compete against BYU students in state or
regional engineering competitions.
“We usually come back and people report on how well we did.
It’s usually about five seconds telling how we did,” he said. “Then they’ll
spend the next five or 10 minutes showing pictures of how poorly BYU
did.”

- See COUGAR, page 6

Vitamins only necessary for those
with specific diet deficiencies
By STOREE POWELL
staff writer

Take a walk down the vitamin and
supplement aisle at any pharmacy, and
the rows and columns of vitamins and
supplements can cause people to question whether they should be taking any
of them. But is taking vitamins and
supplements in non-food form all it is
hyped up to be?
Not so much according to Jim Davis
and dietitian Brooke Parker of the USU
Student Health and Wellness Center.
Davis, director of the center, said,
“Unless you have specific diet deficiencies – like you’re a vegetarian, or you
don’t like meat, or you’re born with a
metabolic defect – you don’t need to
take vitamins. If you do fit into one of
these categories, then you need a general vitamin to replace the things you’re
not getting. But with a typical American
diet, even that of a poor student, you get
all the vitamins you need.”
Why are there so many vitamins out
there then? The ever-popular vitamin
water to gigantic bottles of large horse
pills are generally just for one reason:
“Ka-ching,” the director said.
Vitamins and supplements are not
regulated by the FDA, according to
Davis and Parker. With no real supervision, any “extravagant claim can be
made,” Davis said.
“Our state pioneered deregulation
of supplements, including Sen. Orrin
Hatch and the many vitamin companies
in Utah Valley,” he said.
Essentially, supplements are “expensive and not necessary,” Davis said.
Davis said, “Taking vitamins every
day will make your body reach its quota,
and so it excretes it or you can become
toxic.”
Davis said some vitamins are produced by the body, like by the good bacteria in the gut.
“Bodies don’t use up vitamins. If you
eat sugar, it is used up and gone within

Top Ten ways to get
injured over the holiday
10. Tip backward off an ice-encased ladder while
taking down Mom’s Christmas lights.
9. Tube or sled face first down a giant slope, catching air on an unseen jump.
8. Ski at 30 mph into a tree.
7. Re-enact the frozen pole scene from Bob Clark’s
“A Christmas Story”.
6. Hit the ground headfirst and without a helmet
after snowboarding off a rail.

hours. But take a vitamin, and it is a cofactor. It is not broken down and metabolized. It is reused as a catalyst. You
only need to take in amount of vitamins
your body recycles and loses, which is
very little,” Davis said.
Parker said, “Multivitamins are like
insurance. You may not really need
them but since many are water-soluble,
you pee out what you don’t need.”
The deregulation of supplements is
“where the fears come from,” Parked
said. “Nobody knows what fillers are in
them.”
Davis said many foods are fortified,
like iodine is put in salt for those who
live inland. Milk has vitamin D. Cereals
and meats are also fortified, so most
Americans get all they need from food,
he said.
Even though Davis does not recommend taking supplements to the average
American, students start to fall into the
special category of those who should.
Davis said if a student skips breakfast or
is living off Ramen noodles, take a daily
multivitamin but eating a balanced diet
eliminates the need.
Parker said since women are at a

higher risk of osteoporosis than men,
she recommends college-age women get
plenty of calcium because their bodies
build bones during the teenage years
and early 20s.
“Your bone building age is now.
After that, you don’t build it naturally
very well. Prevent (osteoporosis) now,”
Parker said.
College-aged men, on the other hand,
don’t really need a supplement, Parker
said. But young men don’t always eat a
balanced diet on their own, so taking
a daily multivitamin is nutrient insurance, Parker said.
Another group who may need a supplement is vegans and vegetarians.
Parker said, “Unless you’re a really
good vegetarian, you probably aren’t
getting enough vitamin B12 and iron.”
For those who fall into this group
and need a daily multivitamin supplement, Parker said buying the expensive
ones aren’t necessary.
“If the letters USP are on label, it
means the government has deemed the
potency and absorbency of the vitamin

- See VITAMIN, page 6

5. Wake up with bruised ribs and a sprained left
ankle due to unknown causes after consuming one
too many Eggnog shots.
4. Flip a snowmobile.
3. Make the mistake of wearing shoes without traction on sidewalk resembling an ice sheet.
2. Fail to out-ski an avalanche (really, try to avoid
that).
1. Attempt to become an Ultimate Aggie in six feet
of snow on Dec. 31.
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A week of unexpected information
A

week of unexpected information.
I am always learning new things, but
I would have to say that Thanksgiving
2009 really flooded my cognitive processes
with new information. Something I learned
about double knots was especially startling
and initiated a stark disequilibrium in my
straightforward mind.
I am a double knotter. Ever since elementary school I have double knotted my shoelaces,
because, duh, it prevents them from coming
undone. A double knot in my mind has always
equaled unquestionable strength. It is a preventive measure I take so that I do not have to
worry about tripping over my feet, which I do
enough of already without the added interference of lengthy laces.
Yet, as I was casually sitting on a carpeted
floor on a post-Thanksgiving day, my cousin,
who may or may not have been attempting
to tie my shoes together, pulled a string and
undid my double knot as breezily as a walk in
the park. I was mucho taken aback.
“How did you do that?” I asked with disbelief. “It was uber-protected with double knottiness.”
After a brief session of instruction, I learned
that double knots can indeed be undone if
the correct tip is pulled. (In case you are curious, Google has informed me that the tip of a

shoelace is called an aglet.) Egads, there goes
life as it once was known. What sort of knot
am I supposed to trust now? A triple? How
ever will I be able to protect my dear aglets?
But don’t you worry, not everything I
learned this Thanksgiving break was quite
this alarming. A different cousin taught me a
neat diversion to do with a dollop of whipped
cream. You put a spoonful of the whipped
wonder onto the palm of your hand, whack
your arm, send the amorphous globule flying
into the air and try to catch it in your mouth.
When it does not make it into your mouth, it
creates a wonderful splattering on your face,
or, if you are as unskilled at the task as I am,
on your T-shirt. It is an activity that has the
potential to amuse for hours.
I am not quite sure how to transition into
my next point, or even bring up my next
point, but I will try my best. Oh my mercy, it is
incredibly embarrassing. I could try to justify
it, but I really have no excuse, so here you go. I
saw “New Moon” in the theater. Yes, the latest
Twilight flick. Do not judge me. Please.
I have not read any of the books, and not
because I am anti-Twilight or hate reading, but
because I have never felt the desire to read a
love story about a 100-year-old vampire – a
vegetarian vampire with sparkly skin nonetheless – who constantly struggles to refrain from

eating his human love interest.
When my cousins announced that “New
Moon” was on the agenda for my visit, I figured that in order to be polite, I ought to prepare myself beforehand by suffering through
the first movie. I borrowed the DVD from a
former roommate and slipped it into my laptop to watch as I packed.
I found myself strangely addicted. I laughed
at parts that were not intended to be laughed
at. I mocked characters that were not intended to be mocked. I scoffed situations that
were not intended to be scoffed. Yet, despite
all of my ridiculing, I kept watching. Some
obscurely attractive magical element, which I
cannot pin down, drew me in and distracted
me with gusto. (This must be why I forgot to
pack my socks, cell phone charger and hairbrush. Fortunately, I was able to successfully
cope without these items in rather creative
ways.)
“Twilight” is not a movie that people openly admit to liking because it is excruciatingly
embarrassing to like. It is cheesy, unrealistic
and, at times, plain stupid. Yet it is a phenomenon that has invaded our nation. It is not logical to like “Twilight,” but we do. It is not normal to identify with vampires and werewolves,
but we do. It is not cool to watch the superfake special effects of vampire baseball, but

we do. It is not mature to agonize over Jacob
and Edward, but we do. And we generally do
not recommend “Twilight” to others, even if
we inexplicably like it ourselves, because we
are ashamed to own up. We do not embrace
it, but we still enjoy it. Secretly.
It’s weird and disturbing. You may have
noticed that I have not directly stated that I like
“Twilight.” For obvious reasons. If I said I liked
it, especially in such a public forum, it would
be like betraying myself and everything I
stood for. Instead, I will say that “Twilight” was
worth exploring for entert a i n m e n t ’s
sake. For the sake of
pop culture. For the
sake of an obsessive craze. Do not
judge me. Please.
What a week.
Melissa Condie is
a senior majoring
in music education. Her column
will appear
here weekly.
Contact
her at
m.condie@
aggiemail.
usu.edu

Cougar: BYU may not share USU’s animosity
-continued from page 5
But if the BYU students are asked about their engineering
program, they will say their program is one of the best. Dixon
said this helps to fuel the animosity USU students have toward
BYU students.
However, students at BYU do not have the same animosity
toward those at USU. Dixon said most of them probably have
not realized that any animosity exists.
“They probably have no concept that we dislike them so
much,” he said. “But that really doesn’t matter.”
Bingham said, “I don’t think they worry about it too much,
because it all ties back into the superiority complex.”
“I think it’s funny,” Ashley Tew, transfer student to USU, said
of the animosity USU students have for BYU. “Because BYU
doesn’t care.”
Steve Jones, BYU student, wrote in an e-mail that he was not
aware that USU had such animosity toward BYU. He also does
not believe that there is any animosity at BYU for USU.
Another BYU student, Alex Wilson, agreed with Jones. He
added that some people have made fun of BYU for some of its
rules.
Wilson stated that many students ridicule BYU for its rules
regarding curfews, dress standards, no beards and not allowing
members of the opposite sex in apartment bathrooms.
Tew, a native of Utah Valley, also commented on some of
BYU’s rules.
“Not being able to use a bathroom at another person’s apart-

ment, that’s weird,” she said.
She also mentioned the oddities of the dress code at BYU.
“The dress code is good, but has some extremes, like hairstyles: You have to shave, you can’t have sideburns,” Tew said.
“There’s something wrong with not being able to wear flipflops on your campus,” Short said of BYU-Idaho’s dress code.
According to Dixon, the dress code and the mentality of BYU
students make them easy targets for taunting and mocking and
cause some of the animosity.
“It is just so easy to poke fun at them,” he said. “They just
don’t even realize.”
Bingham agreed. He said recent comments by one of BYU’s
football players after a rivalry game against the University of
Utah became great material for USU students to mock BYU with.
At the recent USU basketball game against BYU, many students
displayed signs mocking the players’ comments.
The animosity that USU students hold toward BYU seems to
be based on prior actions of BYU: the holier-than-thou mentality
of some of the school’s students, and the rules that make BYU
easy to mock and taunt.
Bingham said there was a USU student displaying a sign
mocking the BYU dress code at the basketball game Wednesday.
It read: “Jesus would have picked Utah State. He had a beard.”
– w.thore@aggiemail.usu.edu

Vitamin: Don’t need to worry if it is organic
-continued from page 5
as good, which is important,” Parker
said. “Avoid the ones that don’t have
USP.”
USP, according to a health.howstuffworks.com article titled “Vitamins
In-depth”, stands for United States
Pharmacopeia. This independent
organization will stamp a vitamin
product with its label if it meets the
requirements of no harmful levels of
contaminants, vitamins can be properly
absorbed and if bottle contents matches
the label. The “Vitamins In-Depth” article also stated that vitamin products are
not required by the FDA to have these
things or the USP stamp to be sold.
One thing students don’t need to
worry about is whether vitamins in
their food are organic.
Davis said, “Vitamins that come out

of a test tube as opposed to a vitamin
that comes out of, for example organic
animal tissue, makes no difference to
your body. Organic is a psychological
condition that leads to a financial condition called poverty. Bodies can’t tell the
difference.”
There are some guidelines to taking
vitamins. Parker said for most women
it is a good idea to take multivitamins
because they lose iron during their
period every month, and it needs to be
replaced so anemia won’t occur. But,
Parker said, since taking iron can make
many women feel sick, taking it at night
and sleeping through the effects is helpful.
Parker said to never take supplements that contain over 100 percent of
any one vitamin.

Another tip from Parker is to take
calcium and iron at different times,
since they compete for absorption. Also,
vitamin C can help both of these vitamins be absorbed better.
When people are deciding to take
vitamins, they should “get educated, not
opinionated,” Davis said. “There are too
many opinions on the Internet about
vitamins.”
He recommends reading academic
journals and textbooks.
Davis said buying things like vitamin
water and Sobe for the vitamin aspect is
like “paying $16 a gallon for expensive
urine.”
“You can buy a lot of milk for that,”
Davis said.
– storee.powell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Great
Summer
Jobs
in California for
the largest
family-owned
pest control
company in the US.
100% commissions
up-front. Gas & cell
phones paid.

Check out
www.clarksummerjobs.com

or call now
877-899-1205

Signs that Utah State
has the best fans
Best signs from the USU vs. BYU game
1. BYU, keeping ugly girls out of Utah State
since 1888
2. Cats lick themselves
3. Hey BYU, I thought suckin’ was against the
honor code
4. Waste of tithing
5. Coach Rose still owes me gas money for last
year
6. Fetch you BYU
7. At least you have a sweet spirit
8. My favorite cougar is Jimmer’s mom
9. There’s no righteous like self-righteous
10. You don’t have a recommend for Stew’s

Bistro

GRADUATION

Open
For Lunch
On Graduation
Day
Open early
on graduation
day- 11:30 a.m.
Byminute
Reservation
Only
Avoid last
stress- Book
Now!
Festive
Holiday
Decorations
& Warm
For friendly,
experienced
service
Atmosphere.
come to Callaway’s.
Break
Chain
& Patronize
Your Locally
WeThe
happily
accept
reservations.
Cal
Owned Restaurants

No l

w!
435-563-9179
• 5 open
minutes
north of Logan!
563-9179
at 4:30
54 Main
N. Main
St.,Smithfield
Smithfield
54 No.
Street,
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Christmas light display at Willard Bay
By SETH BRACKEN
senior features writer

Twas the week after finals and all throughout Logan,
not a student was stirring, a-studyin’ or moanin’. The
books were placed upon the shelves with care, in hopes
that the new semester would never be there. The freshmen
were nestled all snug in their beds while visions of graduation danced in their heads. With nothing left for the students to do, they hummed, they hoed, they bothered and
stewed. For students are meant to be out and about, they
need their break to play and to shout.
For this there is a fantasy land of creatures and things
to entertain them even better than a yo-yo with strings.
Come tour the lights so bright and so small, as they fill
the park with cheer for one and for all.
The Fantasy at the Bay, a Willard Park themed
Christmas light display that attracts more than 40,000
people annually and incorporates more than a million
lightbulbs in a variety of attractions is northern Utah’s
portal to a winter wonderland.
There are purple dinosaurs that lift their heads, wag
their tails and chomp on grass. The reindeer flight school
follows close after, where Rudolph is learning to fly, but
ends up crash landing into the ground.
The light display is no normal, run-of-the mill display,

and it is growing every year, said Sonny Gilbert, manager
of the display.
“We do our best to make it fun for everyone and provide a little Christmas spirit,” Gilbert said.
The park is located just north of Willard Bay, off of Exit
357 from I-15 and the lights can easily be seen from the
freeway. The park is deep and, until entering the park, it’s
impossible to see just how big and active the light display
really is.
Upon entering, the slow drive through the park shows
off the massive light collection but it’s after making the
first round that the Christmas magic really kicks off.
Parked near the concession stand is Rodney and Kim
Bennett with their four children, one of which is a student
at USU.
The Bennett family runs the horse tour through the
park with two massive Clydesdale horses pulling a wagon
big enough for 20 or so. The horses pull the participants
through the winter wonderland, and the second go around
is even more magical than the first.
The display, with teddy bears climbing trees, riding
snowmobiles and making a gingerbread house, is intricately designed for a light display in a small town. The tour
ends with an illustration of the poem “The Night Before
Christmas”.
The Bennett family has been pulling visitors from all

over Utah and the surrounding states through
the Christmas fantasy land for five years.
The park has been open for seven.
The park offers hot chocolate, small
food items and a picture with Santa.
The carriage ride is free after a $7
per-vehicle fee to get into the park.
Jolly holiday music is played
throughout the drive. The carriage ride is a great excuse to
have to keep a date warm on a
cold, winter night.
Move over Temple Square,
the Fantasy at the Bay is
showing how interactive
and dynamic holiday
displays really can be. So
pile into a car, split the
minor costs and make the
half-an-hour drive down the
mountain to try for a little
Christmas cheer.
– seth.bracken@aggiemail.usu.edu

The top five upcoming games for the new year
As 2009 comes to a close, out what is going on while trying
many gamers will be looking to find Alan’s lost wife.
back (and playing) the numerous
“Alan Wake” boasts a comhit releases of this year. But just pelling, story-driven plot that is
as many will be looking forward backed up by a freely explored,
to the highly anticipated games open world and dynamic enviof next year. There is quite a bit ronmental mechanics including
to be excited about, but much a day and night cycle that drives
of the industry is still secretive the plot forward. Expect “Alan
about exactly when its games Wake” sometime in May, excluwill be hitting shelves. So let’s just sively for the Xbox 360.
look at the first half of the year.
Here’s a quick
No. 4 Red Steel 2
list of the top five
I have high hopes
By: Harrison K Chelak
games I am (and you
for “Red Steel 2,”
should be) excited
the lack of
Let’s go despite
about that will be
love from the gamreleased in the first
ing community –
six months of the
thanks mostly to the
new year.
The most anticipated first game’s frustrating game controls.
games of 2010
No. 5 Alan Wake
“Red Steel 2” will
Unless you folutilize Wii Motion
low the game news
Plus, which adds a
closely, you probably have not whole new level of depth to the
heard of “Alan Wake” yet. The game.
game is a psychological action
“Red Steel 2” is a highly stylthriller that has slipped through ized first-person shooter that utithe cracks simply because it is lizes a sword for a majority of the
not the conventional shooter or game. Using the Wii Remote,
action game.
players can swing the sword any
In “Alan Wake” players are way they choose and cut down
in the shoes of the best-selling other sword-fighting enemies.
author ... Alan Wake ... who has The catch is that “Red Steel 2”
been having a bit of writers block also includes guns in the mix,
for the past two years. Alan and which allows for combination
his wife try to get away from it all attacks using guns, as well as
by spending some time in a small, special strategies for large groups
isolated town called Bright Falls.
or boss fights.
The game starts when Alan’s
While the story so far revealed
wife disappears without a trace, does not astound, the brunt of
and he needs to fend off shad- “Red Steel 2” rests on original
owy creatures with his flashlight game play and artwork. Wii
– they are impaired by light. Motion Plus will let players
Playing through – a story that cut, parry and stab beautifully
is apparently Alan’s, though he designed enemies. “Red Steel
does not remember writing it 2” will be released exclusively for
– the story unfolds itself in real the Wii sometime late February
life and players struggle to figure or early March.

Gaming

No. 3 God of War 3
Using the first two “God of
War” games as the only reference, I think it’s safe to say that
“God of War 3” will be a massive
success. The only reason it’s not
higher on the list is that it’s hard
to believe it will be much different from the first two games.
Not much different from the
vast landscapes, epic journeys,
enormous battles, gruesome kill
animations, excellent art design
and the ultimate bad ass Kratos.
For those of you who do not
know, Kratos was once employed

by the God of
War, Ares, in exchange for superhuman powers, but Ares made
Kratos do some ... very bad things,
for which Kratos eventually had
regrets. In the first “God of War”
players drive this super-strong,
super-pissed man through thousands of demons in order to get
to and kill Ares.
Well, Kratos becomes the new
God of War for killing Ares and
starts his own reign of terror. In
“God of War 2,” the Gods of
Olympia get worried so they try
to take Kratos down. Long story
short, they fail, run away, and

now Kratos is more pissed than
ever, so “God of War 3” basically
is a montage of Kratos hunting
down the gods one by one.
Just because it’s not different
does not mean “God of War 3”
will be bad. In fact, the first two
games were so good that the
very thought of them improving them is enough to make my
mouth water. Look for “God of
War 3,” exclusive for Playstation
3, in March.

- See GAME, page 8

A film to cure the ‘New Moon’ fever

Despite crushing loneliness and a an experience that is both familiar and
complete lack of satisfying social inter- refreshing.
actions, working nights is not without its
The story follows Oscar, a lonely
advantages. It affords me plenty of time outcast who struggles with a fractured
to stare into space, with ample time left family, physical weakness and constant
over to keep my international film-view- torment from school bullies. One eveing resumé up to date.
ning Oscar meets Eli, a
Ben strange little gal who,
The most recent addition to the laughably voluRoden by her very nature,
minous list is a Swedish
relates to Oscar’s isolafilm called “Låt Den Rätte
tion. Slowly but surely,
Komme In” (“Let The Right
the pair become friends,
One In”). In the loosest
with Oscar providing the
sense, “Let The Right One
affection and understandIn” is a vampire movie. Grade Aing that Eli craves, and he
Which is to say, there’s a
receives Eli’s wisdom and
vampire in it. It could just “Let the Right One In”
protection in return. The
as easily be described as
relationship is quiet and
a movie about friendship, revenge and haltingly sweet.
loyalty. This complexity is what makes
Even as Eli’s nature becomes apparthe film so excellent. A conspicuous ent and the blood begins to flow – in
dedication to character gives the film- great supply – the interactions retain an
makers the ability to innovate within affecting innocence.
a seemingly drained genre. It differs
The film keeps its characters in sight
from clichéd portrayals in important from the first frame to the impressive
and unique ways, but manages to create conclusion, a feat essentially unmatched

Reel

Reviews

by American equivalents.
The characters are certainly at the
heart of the film, but the entire production is a joy to behold. It has one of the
most beautiful opening shots I’ve seen in
years, and in true Scandinavian fashion,
the quality of cinematography is marvelous throughout. The stark Swedish
landscape is a perfect backdrop, used
skillfully to emphasize Oscar’s and Eli’s
seclusion. The special effects are tastefully minimal, often chilling but never
distracting. Best of all, nobody sparkles.
By stripping itself of the fatigued trappings so often seen in vampire cinema
and literature, “Let The Right One In”
succeeds in new and exciting ways. True
film lovers really couldn’t ask for a better
gift for the holiday season. Do yourself a
favor and get cozy with these Swedes.
They may not be able to defend you
from H1N1, but they should help dispel
the the worst symptoms of New Moon
Fever.

A&EDiversion
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Book 13 years past its prime still a great read

Why are you living
with a bunch of farm
animals?

For the final issue of The Utah Statesman report or biography, as well as speculate
in 2009, I want to share with you my on what will almost certainly never be
favorite book that I’ve read this semester. known about McCandless’ life and death
However, unlike the majority of books I’ve without making it a work of fiction.
reviewed this year, this book’s time has
The writing is intense, because so much
already come and gone.
of it is lifted from firsthand accounts from
“Into the Wild,” by John Krakauer, was people who knew McCandless during
published in 1996 and became a popu- different stages of his two-year search
lar read in outdoors-y and philosophical for self and purpose and from his own
niche markets and a cult
notes, but the intensity is
classic among the curious.
by the insertions
Chelsey amplified
What happened to Chris
from Krakauer’s own life.
Gensel He quotes writers both he
McCandless? Could it have
been prevented? What
and McCandless have read
more is there to know?
and draws distinctive paralThese were questions
lels in their life journeys
posed by readers as well as
– a major theme being why
those who remember the
Krakauer is still here and
Grade A
discovery of McCandless’
McCandless is not.
remains in the Alaskan wil- “Into the Wild”
Much
speculation
derness in 1992.
surrounding the cause
“Into the Wild” is both
of McCandless’ death is
novel and biography, history and specula- given thought in this book, and Krakauer
tion. It effortlessly intertwines the author’s does present his own opinion as well as
experiences and insights with the cross- the faults it may have, and the evidence
country soul-searching journey of real-life for these theories is raised not just from
college graduate Chris McCandless. He police reports and scientific fact but from
set out with a head full of ideals about accounts of his immediate family and the
what the world is like and what people are people he came into contact with before
like, abandoning his family, friends, car, his death.
money and identity along the way. The
I went into this reading grumbling that
major events retold in the book are based I shouldn’t bother. I already knew he died.
on letters McCandless sent, those who What’s the story there? But after being
knew him, those who found him and the repeatedly told to just read it, I relented,
journal he kept as he traveled, camped and it was a sobering and worthwhile
and worked.
experience. The story isn’t that he died,
What makes this book unique is the and the story isn’t even how he died.
way Krakauer can piece together the truth Knowing the end of the book makes his
and tell it like a story rather than a police story that much more poignant, and I

Book

Review

Check out
Forest Gate &
University Pines
Apartments

$1475 for Spring Semester

• Fully Furnished
• Utilities Included
• Private Bedrooms
• Great Parking & Location
• Wireless Internet & TV

454 N 400 E
forestgatemanagers@live.com

435-752-1516

Receive $100 off rent if you sign up for next school year by 02/07/10!

spent every page wondering how each
experience he had and each person he
met and each choice he made contributed
to the outcome I knew.
While not a fun or light read, this is
definitely a must read, and I guarantee
there is something within its pages that will
be relevant to our experience as college
students and as humans.
If that doesn’t sell you, they made a
cinematic work of art based on the book,
which is worth watching. But I promise
you the book is better, because the movie
doesn’t have the perspective Krakauer
offers by injecting himself into the story.

Books to combat boredom
Middle of the block
at the sign of the clock.

For something light and fun, some holiday reading suggestions to combat boredom over the break.
These are holiday books divided into
shorter sections so you can put them down
when you need to get another blanket or
refill your cocoa mug.
“Let it Snow: Three Holiday Romances,” by
John Green, Maureen Johnson and Lauren
Myracle
Written by three established young-adult
novelists, “Let it Snow” is a creative take on
co-authoring a book. Each author wrote a
story, about the length of a novella, taking
place on one Christmas Eve. Each story features a different main character, a different
romance and a different setting. The kicker
is something – a person, a place, an event
– ties together each story into one happy
holiday ending. Easy to read and perfect for
getting into the mood for winter.
“Christmas! 12 Holiday Classics”
This short story collection features clas-

sic tales by authors such as Charles Dickens
and Willa Cather in one volume. You hear
stories like that of Ebenezer Scrooge every
year, but this is a nicely accessible compilation of some you know and some you don’t,
but you can grow to love them all.
“The Best Christmas Pageant Ever,” by
Barbara Robinson
This is a popular story and one my personal favorites, a good reading every year.
It’s a sweet Christmas tale and has had
many reincarnations as an actual pageant or
play. It still makes me laugh.
If you run out of things to read, the library
on campus will be open during the break
Monday through Friday until Christmas Eve,
as well as between Christmas and New
Year’s Eve Dec. 28-30, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Logan Library will be open during the
break as well, closing only Dec. 25-26 and
Jan. 1-2.
– pulcre.puella@gmail.com

Game: A look at 2010’s hot picks
-continued from page 7
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No. 2 Final Fantasy XIII
Wait, is that No. 13? Yes, “Final Fantasy”
has reached No. 13 (not including the
dozen or so spin-offs) and while it is the
king of sequels, Square Enix – developers
of the “Final Fantasy” franchise – has managed to nearly reinvent, while still holding
on to its root role-playing mechanics.
But aside from stealing hundreds of
hours of my time, “Final Fantasy” really
shines with expert story telling and a
unique style that mixes swords and magic
with guns and high-tech machinery.
“Final Fantasy XIII” seeks to best all the
stories of the past in a brand new world
with a brand new history. As well as I
can explain now: there is a race of special
beings that created a city, Cocoon, high
above the actual planet Pulse. Cocoon,
afraid of a prophesy that it will fall back to
Pulse, starts exiling people, which leads to
a rebellion where five of the main characters come from. These five are given an
extremely difficult task by these special
beings that must be completed or they will
turn into demons.
Not only am I looking forward to the
story (like an interactive movie) but “Final
Fantasy XIII” is absolutely gorgeous. It is
by far the prettiest game I’ve ever seen,
which leaves me more excited than it
probably should.
But “Final Fantasy XIII” isn’t all performance art. The combat and character
customization has been totally redone
in order to make the experience more
intuitive and less repetitive. “Final Fantasy
XIII” hits North America March 9 for the
Playstation 3 and Xbox 360.
No. 1 Bioshock 2
Now I am a big fan of the original
“Bioshock,” an eerie first-person shooter
about an underwater utopia from the ‘50s
that goes horribly wrong, and I cannot
wait for the next installment.
“Bioshock 2” takes place 10 years after
the end of the first – still in the ruined,
underwater city Rapture – only instead of
being a human like in the first game, players take control of a “Big Daddy,” which
is essentially a man-turned-monster in a
diver’s suit equipped with a giant drill and
a rivet gun.
The city of Rapture is dictated by genetic modification via drugs called plasmids

that alter the very biological structure of
the user, allowing normal men and women
to shoot fire, ice and electricity from their
hands. Not only does this sound like a bad
idea for normal humans, but a major side
effect of the plasmids is insanity leading
to the streets of Rapture to be smeared
with blood as bloodthirsty freaks wander
around.
While the plot of “Bioshock 2” is still
mostly under wraps, you can be sure that
the story telling will be fantastic, deep
and disturbing. The makers of “Bioshock”
seem to like moral ambiguity and allowing players to make major choices that
alter the game play and story. This leads
to an experience that makes players feel
more a part of the world they are walking
through and more involved in the story
when choosing whether to kill a little girl
for more power.
“Bioshock 2” will be available on Feb. 9
for Playstation 3, Xbox 360 and PC.
Bioshock 2 will be available on February
9 for Playstation 3, Xbox360, and Personal
Computer.
Comments and Questions can be sent to
H.Chelak@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Every ‘Rose’ has its thorn

(LEFT) USU’S JARED QUAYLE elevates and knocks down a jumper during the second half against BYU Wednesday. Quayle finished with 18 second-half points as he propelled the Aggies to victory. (Right)
Pooh Williams, 5, shuts down BYU guard Jimmer Fredette, 32. Fredette finished the game with 19 points but only connected on 33 percent of his shots. PATRICK ODEN & TODD JONES photos

By TIM OLSEN
sports editor

Their coach tried to avoid it, their school shied
away from it and their fans looked down on
it, but after a four-year absence the Cougars of
BYU returned to the Spectrum to take on the
Aggies.
It turns out the Cougars trepidation was
well based, as the Aggies used a stellar defensive effort – especially in the second half – to
shut down BYU’s high-powered offense as USU
coasted to a 71-61 victory.
“I saw one quote that said everybody in
Provo knows who their rival is. That comment was made right before this game,” USU
head coach Stew Morrill said. “That’s fine but
they’re a rival for us. We may not be a rival for
them, but they’re a rival for us and our guys
played that way.”
With some students camping out days early
in front of the venue that boasts the nation’s
second longest home winning streak, there
was no question the welcome that awaited the
in-state rival Cougars.
“They’re crazy. They’re awesome. They were
camped out before the game,” said Morrill of
USU’s student section. “It’s as good as it gets in
college basketball. When we have this kind of
atmosphere, which we do a lot, it’s as good as
it gets.”
Despite the animosity spewed in its direction, BYU opened the game with a 10-3 run
behind some hot shooting from beyond the
arc. Standout guard Jimmer Fredette and
backcourt mate Jackson Emery connected
from deep to give BYU its early lead.
Morrill quickly called a timeout to gather
his team, a move that proved wise. Led by

junior center Nate Bendall, the Aggies scored
eight unanswered points – all coming from
inside – to take USU’s first lead of the game.
“Coach has been talking about that this
week. He wanted us to just be calm, be collected and just go out there and play Aggie
basketball,” Bendall said. “It’s hard when
you’ve got a sold out crowd and you’ve got BYU
in here, where it’s their first time coming back
in I don’t know how many years. So, it’s hard
to not get amped up.”
The Aggies 8-0 run was aided by a strong
defensive effort that shut down the Cougar
offense for seven minutes. Freshman guard
Tyler Haws eventually broke the streak and
put BYU back in front with 10 minutes
remaining in the opening period.
Behind Haws’ basket, the Cougars
embarked on a 9-0 run that gave the visitors
their biggest lead of the game at eight, 19-11,
with 8:30 remaining in the first half.
Again, however, the Aggies regained their
composure and began to chip into the BYU
lead. After USU missed its first four attempts
from outside, Tyler Newbold ended the Aggies’
slump when he connected from long range
to pull the Aggies to within three with 1:39
left in the first half. USU would get no closer
before halftime, and trailed for the first time
this season at the intermission, 35-32.
The mere 3-point deficit may have actually
been a good omen for the Aggies after playing
one of their worst halves of the season. USU
only connected on 38 percent of its shots in
the opening period, including a dismal 20 percent from 3-point range.
Led by Fredette, the Cougars were much
better statistically in the first half. BYU hit
more than 46 percent of its shots, including

going 5-of-10 from beyond the arc. Fredette
was especially dangerous as he had nine
points at the break due to three 3-pointers.
“It wasn’t in there going crazy, it was just,
‘Hey, this isn’t us,’” said Morrill of the halftime message. “We execute, that’s what we do.
We haven’t executed yet, we’ve taken bad shots
… we’re going to play much better. That was
the message to our team at halftime and they
responded.”
Respond is exactly what the Aggies did.
Senior guard Jared Quayle stole the ball
and defense and then went coast-to-coast for
an acrobatic layup just two minutes into the
second stanza. The basket gave USU its first
lead since early in the game at 38-37, and sent
the charged Aggie crowd into a frenzy.
On their ensuing possession, the Cougars
would answer and retake the lead on a pair of
free throws by Fredette. It was the final time
they would be in front for the remainder of the
game. Quayle was fouled on a 3-point attempt
at the 17-minute mark, and he went 3-for-3 to
give the Aggies the lead for good.
For the next few minutes, the two teams
continued to battle, but the Aggies maintained
their lead.
“Those in-state games often times are just
fist fights, they’re so physical,” Morrill said.
“Both teams know what each other’s doing and
the preparations very extensive and it turns
into just a battle of wills.”
With a little more than 13 minutes remaining in the game, the Aggies clung to a onepoint lead after Cougar forward Jonathan
Tavernari connected on a 3-pointer – his only

- See THORN, page 12

Letter from an Alum:
I attended the BYU-USU basketball game on Dec 2. I have not
attended an Aggie basketball game
for a number of years. My main
motivation was to see my son play
the national anthem on his guitar
to start the game. May I say how
surprised and thrilled I was to see
the extent of the school spirit in
the student section. We thought we
were loud 30 years ago. We were
neophytes compared to the student
body I saw last night.
Much has been said about the
“viciousness” of that crowd. I saw a
bunch of young people having fun
for the most part. With everything
that has gone on around the state
about hate and rivalries, I even
looked at some of the signs and
banners as good fun. So, keep it
up. This is one old alum who was
impressed.
Gregory G. Oman
Class of ‘79

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Students
second
to
none
Ags ready for Gaels W
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer

Utah State (4-2) will be looking for redemption
Saturday night in the fourth game of its five game
home stand against the Saint Mary’s Gaels (5-1).
The Ags lost to the Gaels on the road last year, 7564, in an ESPN BracketBuster Game.
The Aggies are riding a three-game winning
streak since starting the season 1-2.
Saint Mary’s defeated the San Jose State
Spartans Monday night on the road, 78-71.
Monday night’s road game was the first of a threegame road trip for the Gaels. Saint Mary’s trailed
at half 45-33, but opened the second half with a
21-4 run to take the lead.
The Spartans fought back and regained the
lead, but senior guard Wayne Hunter hit a 3-point
shot to put the Gaels up for good. Hunter finished
with 16 points and three rebounds. Junior guard
Mickey McConnell led the Gaels with 19 points
and dished out eight assists.
In last year’s meeting between the Aggies and
Gaels, the Gaels shot on amazing 51.9 percent
from the field and Utah State could not keep up
with the pace. Aggie senior guard Jared Quayle led
the Aggies with 22 points and four assists. Aggie
senior Gary Wilkinson chipped in 16 of his own.

Stavon Williams hit a jump shot to tie the
game at 12 with 12:33 remaining in the first half.
The Aggies were never able to gain the lead the
rest of the game. Quayle hit a 3-pointer to cut the
lead to three with 2:06 left in regulation, but that
would be the closest the Aggies would come to
victory.
Gaels senior guard Mickey McConnell scored
22 points and senior center Omar Samhan
chipped in 17. The Gaels offense went into overdrive in the second half hitting 55 percent of their
shots.
Tip off is set for 7 p.m. Saturday at the
Spectrum.
The Aggies will be playing nine games over
winter break, five of those at home and four on
the road. In-state rivals Utah Valley University
and Weber State University will be two of those
coming to town.
Weber State will be participating in the BB
Travelers Invitational hosted by Utah State.
The Aggies will also face Morehead State and
former Big West foe Cal State Fullerton in the
Invitational.
WAC play begins for USU Jan. 2. The Aggies
will start the season with a two-game road
trip, with games against New Mexico State and
Louisiana Tech.

ednesday night proved once
again how special Aggie fans
are. After days of camping outside, USU students flooded the Spectrum
in anticipation of the men’s basketball
team’s 37th consecutive home victory.
Propelled by one of the loudest and
most raucous crowds I’ve experienced
in my time at USU, the Aggies delivered again, beating hated in-state rival
BYU. Due to the growing home winning streak, the move to the WAC and
increased national recognition, much
has been made of USU students and
the environment at the Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum. Having grown up in Cache
Valley, I’ve attended Aggie basketball
games for the past 20 years and they are
only getting better.
“The students were just fabulous, they
set the whole tone for how it’s going to
be. They might go over the edge a little
bit, that’s OK by me. It might not be OK
by everybody else, but it’s OK by me,”
said USU head coach Stew Morrill after
the Aggies victory Wednesday night.
“I used to tell them go right up to the
edge. Now they’ve done and gone over
the edge – so what? They were big time
tonight.”
Though Utah State has always been
tough to play in the Spectrum – the

Aggies are 455-155 (81.3 percent) in
the 40-year history of the building – the
Aggies have reached a new level under
Morrill. In his 12 seasons at the helm,
Morrill’s teams are an astounding 162-12
(93.1 percent) in the Spectrum.
Wednesday marked my final game as
an Aggie student. On that note, I elected
to spend it as part of the Aggie Student
Section and not on press row. It was a
decision I’ll never regret.
Utah State has, by far, the best and
most dedicated fans in the state. Not
only do they pack the Spectrum for
home games, but they travel well too.
I’ve been lucky enough to cover USU
athletics for three semesters now as a
member of The Statesman and have
seen many home crowds silenced by the
Spectrum on Wheels.
Some – especially fans, coaches and
teammates from rival schools – say USU
students are crossing the line. However,
the majority of the insults, though loud,
are good-natured college fun.
I’m proud to have been a small part
of a group that has become one of the
most feared in all the country. I’m proud
to be an Aggie. There are no better fans

- See FANS, page 12
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Clear and present danger
By G. CHRISTOPHER TERRY
assistant sports editor

The Captain
By virtually all statistical measures, team captain Kent Arsenault, a senior this season, is the
greatest player in the brief history of Utah State
hockey. He arrived to Logan in 2006, recruited
to the Aggies by goaltender Greg Finatti, who he
played junior hockey with. Finatti brought his
friend to USU to score goals for the Aggies, and
Arsenault immediately began to do so at a ridiculous pace.
Arsenault led the ACHA West division in goals
and points every season he has played. He has been
named to all-region teams. He has been named
team MVP and co-MVP and led the team in goals
every year. He was chosen to the All-ACHA Selects
team in 2007 and toured Europe on a series of
exhibition games. The Selects were undefeated that
year. Arsenault has exceeded every expectation. He
has scored goals for USU and dropped his gloves to
fight at center ice. However, his career is incomplete.
Three bruising, grinding seasons of hockey have
led to three losses in the second round of the ACHA
West Regional tournament. The Colorado Buffaloes
came into USU’s barn during Arsenault’s freshman
year, and his one goal was not enough as the Aggies
watched CU pull away, 5-2. When Arsenault was
a sophomore, the team had to settle for knocking
rival Utah Valley out of the tourney before being
rousted themselves by Eastern Washington. Last
year, Arsenault believed that the Aggies had the
team to make a nationals run, but in the crucial
second game at regionals, a furious rally back from
down 5-1 fell just short, and USU had to suffer the
Denver University Pioneers celebrating their trip to
nationals on the Aggies’ home ice.
This past summer the native of Prince Edward
Island stayed in Logan and subjected himself to
the most punishing workout regimen of his life in
Cache Valley’s thin air. After three years of competing at a bony 167 pounds, Arsenault started the
2009-2010 hockey season carrying 15 additional
pounds of muscle and suddenly became a physical
presence in the corners and on the forecheck. USU
was going to have another strong team with a deep
stable of forwards and plenty of experienced goaltending. Arsenault did not want to leave anything
to chance. After three years of disappointment,
Arsenault was ready to chew through concrete to
get to nationals.
Then he opened his shoulders up to a defenseman while along the boards in the first period of a
road game against Colorado State and it all nearly
went away.
The Debate
One can’t watch 20 minutes of ESPN without
seeing something about concussions, anymore. This
year alone, Philadelphia Eagles Pro Bowl running
back Brian Westbrook, Pittsburgh Steelers Pro
Bowl quarterback Ben Roethlisberger and Arizona
Cardinals Pro Bowl quarterback Kurt Warner in
the National Football League have been knocked
from the starting lineup by concussions. The recent
rash of concussions – or would that be recent rash
of correctly diagnosed and reported concussions
– comes on the heels of a nasty dispute between the
NFL players’ union and a contingent of crippled
NFL veterans over pension benefits, which brought
the long-term effects of a violent game into the
media spotlight. In response, the NFL mandated
new guidelines which will not allow concussed players who manifest certain symptoms to return to a
game.
The National Hockey League is embroiled in a
similar debate over safety. High-profile concussions,
to such stars as Patrice Bergeron and Chris Drury,
helped start the conversation, just as in the NFL.
A proposed ban on blows to the head has been a
hot topic at NHL owners’ meetings the last several
seasons. If the NHL declines to ban blows to the
head, no one will be able to accuse the league of
being inconsistent: the NHL was the last pro sport
to mandate helmets, despite everything involved in
playing the game – ice surface, skate blades, hockey

sticks, pucks, goalposts, boards and glass – being
harder than the human head.
The NFL has been somewhat more proactive at
responding to player safety concerns, but it, too,
walks the line between protecting its athletes and
promoting the brutality that makes Americans
tune in. Each season brings new rule changes, most
aimed at limiting the defense’s ability to inflict
harm on the offense. The NFL can always boast
about forming the Committee on Mild Traumatic
Brain Injury in 1994, which was instrumental in
banning helmet-to-helmet contact.
Mild Brain Trauma
You’ll have to pardon Dale Mildenberger if he’s
unimpressed with the NFL’s Committee on Mild
Traumatic Brain Injury.
“They keep saying mild brain trauma,”
Mildenberger said, sitting in his office inside the
new sports medicine complex that bears his name.
“Well, I don’t know about you, but the brain is our
most essential and most fragile organ in our body.
I’m having a hard time with this term mild.”
There is a trace of the American cowboy in
Mildenberger’s attitude and speech. He possesses
a straight-shooting style which has kept him in
charge of sports medicine at USU for three decades.

run-of-the-mill collisions at close range, is to come
to a realization: that when coaches and media commenters use the word “physical” to describe a player, play or game, what they really mean is “violent.”
No other sport demands such routine violence from
its players. No other game exacts as fierce a toll on
the bodies of those who play it.
Senior Kejon Murphy is 155 pounds of cornerback, which makes him look like an eighth grader
compared to some of the physical outliers in the
WAC. He’s fearless on the football field, whether
rushing the passer, covering man-to-man or playing special teams. Up until Oct. 24’s game against
Louisiana Tech, he had never been injured in his
life.
In the second half, with USU clinging to a narrow lead, Murphy hurtled himself into a messy
stack on the west sideline and was concussed when
he took a knee to the head.
“I was immediately out,” Murphy said. “I don’t
know how long I was out for, maybe two minutes.
I knew I was at the football game, but I couldn’t
understand why I wasn’t in the game once I got to
the sidelines. I didn’t have a headache until we got
into the locker room, and guys were making a whole
lot of noise, and the lights started to hurt.”

CONCUSSIONS ARE A problem athletes must battle. Club hockey captain Kent Arsenault and
senior football player Kejon Murphy each dealt with concussions this year. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

Mildenberger believes that people – coaches,
media commenters, fans, athletes themselves
– attempt to minimize the fact that concussions
are injuries to the brain with tricky language, not
unlike Washington policymakers who rebrand
“global warming” as “climate change” or “bomb”
with “improvised explosive device.” His opinions
on concussions are formed by one conviction: all
injuries to the brain, regardless of how severe, are
concussions.
“A lot of people don’t want to use that term
because that means if you’ve got a concussion you’ve
got to do something. But if you just got ‘dinged’
or just ‘got his bell rung’ that’s not that big a deal,”
Mildenberger said. “What’s the difference between
concussion and dinged? People want to minimize
what has occured by using terminology. And what
has occured is an injury to the brain. We have
caused a dysfunction of a vital organ.”
Concerned with the long-term result of concussive brain trauma, Mildenberger created the
innovative USU Concussion Protocol by combining
elements of other tests. The protocol tests athletes
on muscle coordination, balance and cognitive
memory. Athletes undergo the 20 minutes of testing
once before they are ever injured. In the event of
a concussion, the USU protocol keeps them out of
action until they bring their test scores back to levels before an injury. The NFL has required baseline
testing of this sort since 2007.
The Protocol
To watch a Western Athletic Conference football
game from the sidelines, to witness the force of

The injury couldn’t have come at a worse time for
USU head coach Gary Andersen. He was already
missing injured defensive captains James Brindley
and Paul Igboeli and was running out of players to
put in the game. But as Mildenberger said, the USU
coaching staff had to separate itself from time and
situation.
“The problem is people want to pick and choose
when they want to use the protocol,” Mildenberger
said. “If the protocol keeps him out of the national
championship game, they say they don’t want to
use it. You’ve got to make those hard decisions
before those circumstances exist. You can’t let that
situation change how you’re going to manage this
episode. You’ve got to be able to base your decisions
on physiology and fact, rather than hope and want
to. ‘I hope he’s OK, I want him to play.’ I hope he’s
OK and I want him to play doesn’t do a damn thing
physiologically.”
The Aggies had a big road game at Fresno State
the next week where Murphy’s services would be
needed, but Mildenberger stuck to the playbook.
“We don’t answer ‘how long are they going to
be out,’” Mildenberger said. “We say they’re out
until they can do these things. When they do these
things, they progress to these. When we complete
that series, then we have a rationale not only for
return to play, but we also have a rationale to keep
them out if they don’t.”
Murphy returned to the field against Fresno
State but only until the second defensive series
when he was kicked in the head.
“After that they called it quits and told me it was
too risky for my brain,” he said.
Murphy is a success story, an example of how
the USU concussion protocol can help coaches and
trainers make a reasonable decision on when to
allow a concussed athlete to compete again by basing decisions on physiology and fact. As a scholarship athlete, Murphy has the benefit of the best care
possible. Not everyone is so lucky.
The Culture of Toughness
When Arsenault was hit against CSU, he sustained one of the compounded injuries that are
common in hockey: a separated shoulder, facial lac-

erations requiring stitches and a severe concussion.
He didn’t know if he would be able to play hockey
again this year. He doesn’t remember the play, barely remembers the hospital. But he remembers the
aftereffects: “Loss of sleep at night, waking up is just
terrible. You have headaches where you’re puking all
day. I lost ten pounds. It takes a toll on the body and
a toll on the emotions. It’s a hard thing to take.”
He should know, he’s been concussed before.
When he is asked how many times, his coach,
Aaron Burrell, a former USU player himself, interjects, “48.” It’s black humor.
“I don’t want to give any real numbers out
right now, because I wouldn’t be playing hockey if
I did that,” Arsenault finally said. “It’s a number
that I shouldn’t be working with, but I’ve bounced
back from a lot of them. A lot of them were in my
younger days. I’d estimate that I’ve had probably six
or seven in my day.”
Arsenault wasn’t the only Aggie player to sustain a concussion on the team’s three-game swing
through Colorado. Forward Jeff Sanders illustrates
how radically different concussions can be in differing circumstances and different individuals.
“What happened was, the play was down in the
University of Northern Colorado zone,” Sanders
said. “I was looking one way. I turned my head and
the next thing I knew someone skated right by me
and their shoulder clipped my neck. It jerked my
neck all the way back. I was a little bit dizzy after
that but then in the next game against Colorado, I
ran into an awkward collision and after that, that
was toward the end of the game, that set it off.
I think it happened in UNC, and when I got hit
against CU that’s what triggered it. It happened in
the third period and after that I had to go to the
hospital. I felt dizzy. I started having a seizure and
I don’t even remember what happened. I just know
that it happened in UNC and then carried on over
to CU and that’s when it triggered it again to make
it a real concussion.”
Remarkably, Sanders’ and Arsenault’s symptoms declined enough that both players were
able to return to the ice in the same game against
Weber State, three weeks after the Colorado trip.
Surprisingly, neither wore a mouthguard in that
game or in any of the subsequent games. Sanders
keeps his in his glove.
“The refs could call me for (not wearing it) so I
keep it in there, but I just prefer not wearing it,” he
said.
Both players sound almost sheepish, saying
they “should” wear their mouthguard. “My parents would kill me if they found out that I wasn’t,”
Arsenault said. “It does protect against concussions
but it’s just the fact that it’s very uncomfortable. I
gag myself with it.”
For Arsenault, not wearing a mouthguard is part
of a pedal-to-the-metal ethos, a weltanschauung
that doesn’t prioritize personal safety at all.
“Same thing with visors in the NHL, guys get hit
in the face with pucks and they still don’t go back
to the visor,” he said. “It’s a hard thing to work on,
you’ve been playing your entire life without a mouth
guard. That’s the name of the game. Hockey players,
you don’t see many teeth in them. It’s a matter of
being comfortable rather than your own safety.”
Clear and Present Danger
Mildenberger and Andersen adhered to a tried
formula and brought Murphy back onto the field
only when they could defend the decision to do so
with hard data. Arsenault and Sanders are back on
the ice, essentially, because they said they felt better.
Arsenault lavishes praise on the athletic trainers
at the Mildenberger Sports Medicine Center who
helped rehabilitate him, but he has never had baseline tests done and so had nothing to compare his
cognition, balance and memory to after the most
recent concussion.
It is inexcusable that a young man could play
mite hockey, midget hockey, bantam hockey, junior
hockey and collegiate hockey, sustaining concussion
after concussion, without ever undergoing pre-testing to establish a neurological baseline at any point.
Mildenberger said it isn’t known if concussions have
a cumulative effect or not.
“We do know this,” he said, “that if we destroy
brain cells they aren’t replaced.”
Players wearing mouthguards is not an issue
since they are already compulsory. ACHA referees
need to enforce the rules. The time for the ACHA
to set an example for other contact sports at all
levels by mandating 20 minutes of non-invasive pre
testing for all players, so medical staff can make
informed decisions as to when to allow an individual with a concussion onto the ice again, is long
past overdue.
– graham.terry@aggiemail.usu.edu
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field goal of the game.
Enter Preston Medlin.
The gangly freshman had shrugged off a lackluster start to
the season and exploded to score his first points as an Aggie
when he went for 17 in USU’s previous game against SUU.
Ten seconds after checking into Wednesday night’s matchup,
Medlin continued to make his presence felt as he drained a 3pointer to put USU up 48-42.
“I’m just feeling good, my shot’s feeling great lately,” Medlin
said. “My teammates are just giving me good screens and getting me open. I’m just hitting the shots.”
Moments later, Medlin took the Aggie crowd to a whole different level when he drained another trey and then forced BYU
center Chris Miles to commit an offensive foul. Medlin forced
the foul by boxing out Miles and kept him from getting an
offensive rebound. Frustrated, the 6-foot, 11-inch, 235-pound
senior ran through the 165-pound Medlin in an attempt to get
the ball.
“That was key for us. It got the crowd into it, and it got us
going as a team. He’s a great player, a great shooter and when
he comes in and knocks down two big shots like that it gets us
going,” Quayle said. “It gets us into it, which gets our adrenaline up, and it’s easier to get up and down the court.”
Quayle continued the Aggie run with a 3-pointer of his own
to put the Aggies up 54-46, and from that point on it was all
Utah State.
In a battle of the state’s premier point guards, Quayle outshined Fredette – especially in the second half – as he led all
scorers with 22 points. Fredette did finish the game with 19
points, but six of those came in garbage time, and he was only
2-of-9 shooting in the second half (5-of-15 overall).
Quayle shook of a three and a half game slump as he erupted
in the second half Wednesday night for 18 points on 4-of-6
shooting. He also connected on 9-of-11 free throws over the
final 20 minutes.
In large part, Fredette’s poor performance can be attributed
to the stellar defensive play of junior Pooh Williams. After
two strong offensive performances, Williams had a quiet night
against the Cougars, but came up big on the defensive end as he
rarely left Fredette’s side.
“That’s what we needed him to do. Fredette got going in the
first half, we did a much better job in the second half,” Morrill
said. “I kept trying to get Pooh a little rest so he could then
go back in and be fresh. I’d tell him he had a minute. ‘You’ve
got one minute and then you’re back in guarding him.’ He’s
our best option to guard a player like that. He’s a really good
defender and takes great pride in his defense.”
Williams wasn’t the only Aggie to play great defense though.
As a team, USU shut down the Cougars – who had been averaging 86 points a game – throughout the second half.
The Cougars top three scorers – Fredette, Emery and
Tavernari – shot a combined 8-of-32 from the field (25 percent)
for the game. Tavernari was especially woeful, going 1-of-11,
after dropping 24 points on the Aggies last year. As a team,
BYU was held to 30 percent shooting in the second half and
only 12 percent from beyond the arc.
USU shot above 47 percent in the second half and hit 37.5
percent of its 3-pointers in the final period.
“We got some quality looks in the basket in the second
half. I thought the game was really, really physical and really a
defensive battle. We guarded pretty dang hard the whole game
and in the second half really hunkered down and played good
defense.”
The Aggies have now won five of the last seven games played
in the series and have not lost to BYU at home since 2000. USU
will have a short time to celebrate as the Aggies will put their
37-game home win streak on the line Saturday when they host
St. Mary’s at 7 p.m.
–t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu

(ABOVE) STEW MORRILL conducts his team. (Below) Jake
Frisby does his best to distract the Cougars. PATRICK ODEN photos

Fans: USU’s are the best around
-continued from page 9

than those found at USU – certainly not in this state.
Though it is unfortunate that not every student who
wanted to go to the game was able to make
it inside the Spectrum Wednesday,
the fact that USU has that problem
– despite one of the largest student
sections in the country – is humbling.
Utah State, hey Aggies all the
way. Go Aggies, go Aggies – hey,
hey, hey.

Tim Olsen is a senior majoring in print journalism. He
has served as sports editor for
The Statesman for the past
two semesters and is a lifelong
Aggie fan. He can be reached at
t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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Are any of these ads missing a phone number or e-mail? Check out the complete
listings at www.a-bay-usu.com, part of
Aggie Town Square.
Announcements.
Christian Bible Study
Sunday, 7 p.m., Food Science Building
Room 202, www.hotm.tv
Emmanuel Baptist Church in Hyrum, worth
the drive! www.ebchyrum.com
APTS
Shared Boys Room For Rent
$660.00 for Spring semester. utilities separate. Wireless Internet. Washer and Drier. Big screen TV furnished. One block

from campus. Great close parking. near
2 bus stops.
Private Male Contract w/Garage parking
Short walk to campus (.5mi). Close to
city bus route. Rent is $300/mo. This
includes utilities (including heat & A/C),
cable TV w/big screen & DVR, and high
speed internet. There is a garage parking space for a car or small truck. Fully
furnished, including kitchen. blair.j@aggiemail.usu.edu
Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom
Spring Contract: Female I am selling
my contract for a single Aggie Village
Large Bedroom apartment. Will have a
roomate but you will have your own private room. Total payment of $1633 is the
total housing fee you pay to the Univer-

Perfect
Partner
Let us
help plan
your big day

You Best Choice for
Wedding Invitations & paper goods
630 West 200 North
753-8875

Friday, Dec. 4, 2009

sity which includes all utilities, internet,
cable, and most amenities. There is a
laundry-mat on site with hook-ups available in apartment. It is a nice apartment,
on campus (only a 10 minute walk), and
near both Aggie Shuttle and CVTS bus
stops. The building, as well as those
surrounding it, are made up of mostly
first or second year graduate students
and juniors/seniors in undergrad. Email
Kerry if you are interested in buying the
Spring contract or in seeing the apartment or with any questions! For a video
tour you can go to housing.usu.edu and
click on housing options then Aggie Village.
Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom
Spring Contract: Female Selling my spring
contract for a Large Private Bedroom in
the single student housing of Aggie Village. Total housing fee for the semester
(move in anytime in Dec and move out
end of finals week in May) is $1633
which is roughly $400 a month. This
fee includes all utilities. Apartment is located on bus stops for Aggie Shuttle and
CVTD, is a 10 minute walk from campus.
Apartment is fully furnished, with a storage room on back patio, is a nice place
to live if you are a USU student looking
for a convenient living situation. Please
email me with questions or if interested
in seeing the apartment. Also, check out
housing.usu.edu to see a virtual tour of
apartment.
Great 3 bedroom, 1 bathroom apartment
for rent for family available mid-Decem-



ber in North Logan. $625 a month with all
utilities included (heat, water, electricity
AND internet). Apartment has separate
entry, lots of storage space, fairly new
cabinets in the kitchen, brand new windows with lots of natural light, washer
and dryer provided, partially fenced
backyard with garden space, room for 2
cars to park in driveway (there is also a
bus stop around the corner). No smoking, No pets. $250 deposit - $100 is nonrefundable Call Nicole at (435) 213-6477
or Gary at (435) 730-3933

Spring Contract for Lrg Private BR in Aggie Village Singles I am selling my
contract to Aggie Village Grad Student
Single Housing. The contract is for a
large private bedroom. Housing fee is
for entire semester and includes all utilities (gas, water, electric, cable/internet
(has WIFI), trash pickup, washer/dryer
hookups in apartment), fully furnished
(couch, coffee table, chair, kitchen table
and chairs, desk, dresser, bed), most
amenities (laundry mat on site, mailbox,
designated parking, refrigerator, stove/
oven, microwave), and other easy living
features for students (on Aggie Shuttle
and CVTD bus routes, 10 min walk to
campus, near stadium and ORC, meet
other students). The housing fee for
Spring semester is $1633 total. Move
in as early as December and move out
end of May 2010. If interested please
email(kerry.prout@me.com) to ask
questions or set up a visit.

Female Shared Apartment
D’s Bridgerland Apartments (956 N 600 E)
January to the end of Spring semester.
$700 plus $150 deposit. Shared with
three other girls. Fully furnished, wireless internet access, and a bus stop
that goes straight up to campus literally
just across the parking lot. Call or email:
aud.even@aggiemail.usu.edu (208)6701503 Ask for Audrey. Or check out www.
bridgerlandapartments.com for more
information about the apartment.

Female CONTRACT for Sale! Location:
Bottom of Old Main Hill (right by the
bus stop)636 E. 500 N. What you get:
Own bedroom, own bathroom, covered parking, wireless internet, washer
dryer,cable, amazing roommates, kitchen, and a warm house. Contact: Chelsie
Martin @ 1-307-747-6908 Alicia Van Noy
@ 435-764-0400 THIS APARTMENT IS
FOR YOU! $1600 per semester or $400
a month

Graduating? Leaving for the Semester?
"!)*"$&%'
$+
What about your stuff?
At Armor Storage, 1095 North 600 West, in Logan, we offer storage with
modern security and maximized moisture protection. Call us @ 435-787-2007

Armor Storage

Show your student ID and mention this ad and receive 50% off your rental now
through March 2010 on any unit sized 10’ X 20’ or larger. Smaller units also available.

Darwin Ave. Pink House (female) Shared
room for Spring semester, practically on
campus! townhouse setup - bedrooms
upstairs, kitchen and living room downstairs, fully furnished, good dishwasher,
large fridge, lots of cabinet space, 4 girls
in apartment, $1275 for semester, $100
deposit, utilities included. Awesome
landlord! Call Roger 435 757 8363
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

It’s All About You • Murphy
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WHATS THERE AT WWW
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YOUR OWN AD   )TS
EASY "E A PART OF THE
!GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
Crestwoods Lynwood female apartment
Shared room for Spring semester, private
bathroom, fully furnished, free washer/
dryer, free cable television, spacious living room and kitchen, good dishwasher,
trash compacter :) 6 girls in apartment,
well taken care of - clean and comfortable, three payments of $415 ($1245 for
semester), utilities not included - ~$25/
month, > 10 minute walk to campus,
bike rack, ample parking, no alcohol
Awesome landlord! Call Larry at 435
755 3181
male student housing - I am getting married this December and need to sell my
contract. This is a great apartment close
to campus has a washer and dryer dishwasher each room has a private bathroom with a shower. You can make three
payment of 359.00 for the semester or
1077 for the whole semester. Price is
negotiable. Pleas contact I will be happy
to answer any questions or show you the
apartment please call.
Female Spring Contract at Riverside Apartments Huge Room available for spring

semester nearby Utah State University
- 10 minute walk from campus, shuttle
stop right outside! - 3 friendly and chill
roommates, really clean apartment Huge kitchen, living room, private room,
and bathroom - Washer and dryer in unit
(free!) - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED - Wifi and Cable included - Willing to negotiate on price; graduating and getting
married, MUST SELL! - Quiet location
great for studying and grad students,
as well as undergrads. - NO DEPOSIT
required, already paid by first renter.
Single Female Room - $900 for Spring Semester! Great apartment located near
Utah State University. There’s a bus
stop right down the street. Single female
space available, shared room. 3 easyto-live-with roommates, great LDS ward,
spacious kitchen and living room, clean,
free wireless internet, fun neighbors,
fair parking space. Washer and dryer included. Utilities about $25/month. Price
is $900 for whole semester, but negotiable. Contract ends May 7th, with the
option of extending for summer.
Aggie Village Large Private BR Spring

Contract In student singles housing.
Total housing fee for semester is 1633
includes all utilities and most amenities. On bus route. Email kerry.prout@
me.com if interested!
Appliances
Appliances
Washing-machine; Dryer; Dishwasher
(portable); Microwave; Vacuum cleaner;
TV. $350.

Furniture
Furniture
Queen bed; Bedside table; Sofa (for 3);
Kitchen table; Chairs (5); Small tables
(3). $350
Lost and Found
Lost
& Found
2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Refrigerator: Whirlpool Side-by-Side
Practically new refrigerator (only 1 year
old) with ice-maker only $550. Model
number: ED5CHQXTQ00. Moving and
must sell. The fridge is white and is 5’
9” tall, 3 feet wide, and 2’ 6” deep. Call
Terry at (435) 363-6215.
Autos for Sale for Sale
Autos
2003 Toyota Camry LE 2.4. 100,700 miles.
Excellent condition. $6,400.

Business
Business OpportunitiesOpps
Federal Alarms Inc.Seeking high quality
summer sales manager for Alarm Industry. Looking for 1-2 Sales Managers.
Will be very well compensated. Summer
Sales Experience Required. Must be
outgoing, positive, energetic, organized,
multi task & oversee several salesmen.
If interested please contact: Brian @
435-512-6539
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The Box PG-13

Astro Boy PG

Daily 9:25
NO 9:25 on Sunday

Daily 4:40, 7:00
Sat. Mat. 12:00, 2:10

Couples Retreat
PG-13

All About Steve
PG-13

Daily 7:30, 9:45
NO 9:45 on Sunday

Daily 7:00, 9:00
NO 9:00 on Sunday

Up PG

Where the Wild
Things Are PG

Daily 4:30,
Sat. Mat. 12:30, 2:30

Daily 4:50, 7:15

Harry Potter & the Fri/Sat 12:15, 2:15
Half Blood Prince The Fourth Kind
PG-13
PG-13
Daily 3:45
Sat 12:45

Daily 6:45, 9:15
NO 9:15 on Sunday

• 2012* (PG-13)

11:30, 2:30, 5:40, 8:50

• THE BLIND SIDE* (PG-13)

• NEW MOON* (PG-13)

12:30, 4:00, 6:35, 9:10
• A CHRISTMAS CAROL* (PG)
IN DIGITAL 3D
11:35, 1:35, 3:35, 5:35, 7:35, 9:35
• NEW MOON* (PG-13)

• FANTASTIC MR. FOX* (PG)

• PLANET 51* (PG)

• BROTHERS*

• OLD DOGS* (PG)

1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00

1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:20, 9:20

(R)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

11:30, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30

11:45, 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45

11:40, 1:35, 3:30, 5:25, 7:20, 9:15

• PLANET 51* (PG)

MOVIES 5

1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

• THE BLIND SIDE* (PG-13)

2450 N Main Street

1:20, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35

• EVERYBODY’S FINE* (PG-13) • NEW MOON* (PG-13)
1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15
• OLD DOGS* (PG)
12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 6:50, 8:50

•

1:05, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:45

•

• NINJA ASSASSIN (R)*

MIDNIGHT SHOWS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS

GORGEOUS Sz 8 Adjustable wedding
dress
This is a beautiful, temple-ready wedding
dress with elegant beading on the bodice and train. There is also a bustle. It
has a corset-type back, so you can
tighten it to fit any body shape!(not to

') &! $ )"% )"$-(')),'(*..$ 
Crossword
Puzzler • MCT

UNIVERSITY 6

STADIUM 8

Misc.
Miscellaneousfor Sale

mention, it’s elegant!) This gown comes
with the veil (if you want it), a simple
two-layer comb-style veil. You can come
try on the dress anytime with no obligation. There is the option to rent the dress
(for $100 + cleaning) or to buy ($300).
It comes in a sturdy dress bag to keep
it looking nice. Only worn once! I can
send pictures or communicate via email
as well: AWhatcott@hotmail.com

    

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

535 W 100 N, Providence

FOUND. Necklace pendant on TSC outside steps. Call 755-3446 to describe
and claim.

•
•

4:10, 7:05 Fri/Sat 9:35
EVERYBODY’S FINE* (PG-13)
4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
ARMORED (PG-13)
4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25
A CHRISTMAS CAROL* (PG)
4:10, 7:10 Fri/Sat 9:20
AMELIA* (PG)
4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25
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Student deadlines You need to know....

Dec. 4
Today is Friday, Dec. 4,
2009. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Sean Spackman, senior
in political science, from
Logan, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1947, Marlon Brando’s
famous cry of “STELLA!”
first booms across a
Broadway stage, electrifying the audience at the
Ethel Barrymore Theatre
during the first-ever performance of Tennessee
Williams’ play A Streetcar
Named Desire. Streetcar,
produced by Irene Mayer
Selznick and directed
by Elia Kazan, shocked
mid-century audiences
with its frank depiction
of sexuality and brutality
onstage.

-Institute Choir concert, Mountain
Crest High, 7 p.m.
-Women’s basketball at Pepperdine,
8:30 p.m.

Saturday

Poetry Society

Dec. 5
-Dodgeball tournament, Smithfield
City Rec, 2 p.m.
-Institute Choir concert, Mountain
Crest High, 7 p.m.
-Men’s basketball vs. Saint Mary’s,
Spectrum, 7 p.m.

Monday

Dec. 7
-Oxygen bar, Library, 3 p.m.

Weather
Saturday’s Weather
High: 28° Low: 9°
Snow showers

!"#$%&'()%*'++%,-&.%'%(-&.
!"#$%/%++-..%'%&-..

The Registrar’s Office would
like to remind everyone of the
following dates: Tuition and fee
payments due on Dec. 11 (by
mail), Dec. 18 (in person), Jan.
6, Jan. 15; registration purge
on Dec. 19-20, Jan. 7. First day
of spring classes on Jan. 11 and
the last day to add without an
instructor’s signature is Jan. 15.
Love to write poetry? Check us
out http://utahpoets.com for the
Utah State Poetry Society’s 2010
annual contest rules. This year
16 categories are open to nonmembers for more than $1,100
in prizes. Deadline for entries is
Feb. 1.

Aggie Passport

The Aggie Passport Experience
deadline is extended until Dec.
4 at 5 p.m. Please drop off passports with six or more stamps to
TSC 314 by Friday to be eligible
for awards.

Dodgeball

USU baseball’s dodgeball tournament will he held Dec. 5 at 2
p.m. in the Smithfield City Rec
Center. Cost is $60 per team
with six people to a team. Prizes
include six month memberships to Gold’s Gym and stereo
systems from Lynn’s Audio and
Video. Pre-register at Gold’s
Gym. E-mail rydo23@hotmail.
com with questions.

Oxygen bar

There will be an oxygen bar in
the Merrill Cazier LIbrary from
3-8 p.m. on Dec. 7 so students
can take a relaxing break from
finals.

!"#$%&'()%*'++%,-&.%'%(-&.

The faculty and staff of USU is
invited to an innovative full-body
workout using Stability Balls.
This class improves your fitness
level and adds some variety to
your workout. Dec. 7-18 MWF,
from noon - 1 p.m. in HPER 215.
$15 fee includes a Be Well gym bag
or T-shirt.
Enjoy 16 days of fun at the
Sports Academy from Dec. 19
to Jan. 3. An individual pass is
$10, family pass, $20. Employees
and students are welcome. Talk to
Wes in membership at the Sports
Academy for details.
Logan Institute’s Annual
Christmas Choir Concert will be
Dec. 4 and 5 at 7 p.m. at Mountain
Crest High School. Tickets are $2
or $10 a family and can be purchased at the Institute Bookstore.
Religion in Life class will be
held Dec. 4 at 11:30 a.m. in the
Cultural Hall.
The Cache Valley Arts Summit
would like to invite you to donate
non-perishable food items for the
Cache Community Food Pantry
at each art event you attend this
holiday season. No one should go
hungry.
Stokes Nature Center invites
curious toddlers, ages 2-3, to join
them for Parent Tot from 10-11
a.m. on Dec. 4. Explore animals,
plants, and nature through music,
crafts, and games. All toddlers
must have a parent present. The
fee is $3. To register call 435-7553239 or e-mail nature@logannature.org.
The Relay for Life kick off
is Dec. 9 in the Sunburst Lounge
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Raising
cancer awareness by celebrating,
remembering, and fighting back.
Find more information and volunteer opportunities. There will be
music and free food.
The Winter Gift Market is
Cache Valley’s premier artisan gift
market for the holidays. This will
be held Dec. 4 from 6-9 p.m. and
Dec. 5 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at
the Bullen Center. Free admission.
Visit www.gardenersmarket.org

!"#$%*'+.%0-..%'%&-&.

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Moderately Confused • Stahler

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

!"#$%*'+.%0-..%'%&-&.

STRESS BREAKER

A special Issue of The Utah Statesman designed to
help get you through

FINALS WEEK!
INCLUDES Humor. puzzles, comics....
... nothing but fun and GaMES!
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Bistro

GRADUATION

Open
For Lunch
On Graduation
Day
Open early
on graduation
day- 11:30 a.m.
Byminute
Reservation
Only
Avoid last
stress- Book
Now!
Festive
Holiday
Decorations
& Warm
For friendly,
experienced
service
Atmosphere.
come to
Callaway’s.
Break
Chain
& Patronize
Your Locally
WeThe
happily
accept
reservations.
Cal
Owned Restaurants

No l

w!
435-563-9179
• 5 open
minutes
north of Logan!
563-9179
at 4:30
54 Main
N. Main
St.,Smithfield
Smithfield
54 No.
Street,



Graduating? Leaving for the Semester?
"!)*"$&%'
$
What about your stuff?
At Armor Storage, 1095 North 600 West, in Logan, we offer storage with
modern security and maximized moisture protection. Call us @ 435-787-2007

Armor Storage

Show your student ID and mention this ad and receive 50% off your rental now
through March 2010 on any unit sized 10’ X 20’ or larger. Smaller units also available.
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HO HO HOLY COW!
Health Insurance
Prices are Rising!
Call the
Voice of Choice
and save up to 60%
or more!
No
appointment
necessary.
40 W Cache Valley Blvd (1250 N) Ste 3A
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm (435) 752-7200
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Finals
Week
Special!

$4.99

for any one topping medium pizza
2009 Domino’s Pizza, LLC. Limited delivery areas. Customer pays applicable sales taxes.
Delivery charges may apply. Participating stores only.

753-8770 for service to USU Campus and North of 400 N
Store Location: 1153 N. Main Street

752-8900 for service south of 200 N. plus the island area
Store Location: 981 S. Main Street

Order Online at

www.dominos.com
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The
Best Price
Everyday
Holiday
Shopping?
Stu

den
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Why are you living
with a bunch of farm
animals?
Check out
Forest Gate &
University Pines
Apartments

$1475 for Spring Semester

Wh
o
the lesale
pub to
lic.

Int

ern

• Fully Furnished
• Utilities Included
• Private Bedrooms
• Great Parking & Location
• Wireless Internet & TV

et S

ites

454 N 400 E

Integrity Price Guarantee
For more than a century, thousands of couples throughout Northern Utah have experienced fair
and honest transactions at S.E. Needham Jewelers. You don’t have to be a skilled negotiator to
get the best price. When comparing cut, color, clarity, and carat weight, our integrity price
will be as good or better than any store in the state of Utah.

forestgatemanagers@live.com

435-752-1516

Take this web address with you this Christmas Break!

www.seneedham.com

Store Hours:
Monday-Saturday
10:00-7:00

Receive $100 off rent if you sign up for next school year by 02/07/10!

Where Utah Gets Engaged!

141 North Main • 752-7149
www.seneedham.com
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www.a-bay-usu.com

UtahStatesman
The

www.utahstatesman.com/
classifieds
24/7, easy to use, easy to
find, easy on the wallet.
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